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Abstract

The Last Interglacial (LIG) represents an invaluable case study to investigate the response of components of the Earth system to global warming. However, the scarcity of absolute age constraints in most archives leads to extensive use of various stratigraphic alignments to different reference chronologies. This feature sets limitations to the accuracy of the stratigraphic assignment of the climatic sequence of events across the globe during the LIG. Here, we review the strengths and limitations of the methods that are commonly used to date or develop chronologies in various climatic archives for the time span (~140–100 ka) encompassing the penultimate deglaciation, the LIG and the glacial inception. Climatic hypotheses underlying record alignment strategies and the interpretation of tracers are explicitly described. Quantitative estimates of the associated absolute and relative age uncertainties are provided. Recommendations are subsequently formulated on how best to define absolute and relative chronologies. Future climate-stratigraphic alignments should provide (1) a clear statement of climate...
1. Introduction

Based on eustatic sea level variations, the Last Interglacial (hereafter LIG) covers approximately the time interval between 129 and 116 thousand of years (hereafter ka) (Dutton and Lambeck, 2012; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013). The LIG appears exceptionally warm in the Antarctic EPICA Dome C (EDC) ice core in the context of the past 800 ka (e.g. Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010b) and in many marine sediment records (e.g. Lang and Wolff, 2011). It is characterised by atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases close to pre-industrial levels (Loulergue et al., 2008; Lüthi et al., 2008), particularly high boreal summer insolation values (Laskar et al., 2004), and a global mean sea level up to 5–10 m above present-day (e.g. Kopp et al., 2009; Dutton and Lambeck, 2012; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013; Dutton et al., 2015). The LIG represents therefore an excellent case study to investigate climate feedbacks shaping the response to orbital forcing as well as the response of ice sheets and ocean circulation to polar warming.

This context has motivated an increased focus on the LIG through new palaeoclimate records, recent data compilations (e.g. Turney and Jones, 2010; McKay et al., 2011; Capron et al., 2014) and climate simulations performed with state-of-the-art General Circulation Models (e.g. Bakker et al., 2013; Lunt et al., 2013; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2013). However, climatic feedback mechanisms and the sequence of events over this time period remain only partly unveiled (e.g. Cheng et al., 2009; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010b; Landais et al., 2013). This lack of understanding represents a major source of uncertainty for estimating global mean temperature change during this period, so far estimated to be less than 2 °C above pre-industrial (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2013; Bakker and Renssen, 2014).

Key limitations arise from the scarcity of suitable radiometric dating techniques and the lack of precise absolute age constraints such as dated tephra layers and magnetic excursions, which prevents the definition of accurate and independent age models for most records during the LIG. As a result, indirect approaches are used and LIG chronologies are often based on record alignment strategies, i.e. one record on a depth-scale is aligned onto a “dated reference” record (whose chronology is derived from radiometric dating techniques – e.g. alignment to speleothem records – or from another climato-stratigraphic alignment – e.g. alignment of a palaeoclimatic record of a sediment core to one of another sediment core), assuming simultaneous regional changes for a given climate variable (e.g. temperature). Alignment hypotheses on LIG climate synchronicity can be tested using more recent and well-dated (radiocarbon-dated or layer-counted) material. In the following, we differentiate the terms “synchronisation” and “alignment” when defining relative chronologies. The term “synchronisation” is applied when records are linked through the use of markers with a global (e.g. atmospheric gas composition, 10Be, magnetic events) or regional (e.g. tephra) distribution. We choose to use the term “alignment” when the linking of records relies only on the hypothesis of simultaneous regional changes in a given climatic variable. While coral and speleothem records benefit from radiometric absolute age, the lack of an unequivocal climatic interpretation of tracers such as oxygen (δ¹⁸O) and carbon (δ¹³C) isotopic composition of speleothem calcite complicates the use of these archives as targets in record alignments.

As a consequence, several reference chronologies are currently used with substantial absolute age uncertainties. For instance, an absolute age uncertainty of 4 ka is estimated for the LR04 benthic foraminifera δ¹⁸O stack over the LIG (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). In addition, age discrepancies have been identified between existing reference chronologies. For example, age differences of several hundreds of years exist between the successive ss09sea (North Greenland Ice Core Project members, 2004), GICC05modelext (Wolff et al., 2010), EDC3 (Parrenin et al., 2007) and the most recent AICC2012 (Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013) ice core chronologies over the last glacial inception. Age differences of thousands of years also exist between the Dome F and EDC3 Antarctic chronologies (Kawamura et al., 2007; Parrenin et al., 2007; Fujita et al., 2015). Moreover, different alignment strategies can lead to inconsistencies. For instance, the benthic foraminifera δ¹⁸O record of the penultimate glacial-interglacial transition from North Atlantic sediment core MD95-2042 is 6–8 ka younger when aligned onto the LR04 benthic δ¹⁸O stack than when its sea surface temperature (SST) is aligned onto the Italian Corchia cave calcite δ¹⁸O (Drysdale et al., 2009). Finally, alignment strategies such as transferring marine sediment cores onto ice core and speleothem chronologies rely on specific climatic assumptions that are not always clearly stated or robust.

Altogether, the variety of existing time scales and record alignment techniques lead to some confusion and a general lack of awareness of how chronologies are defined across the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG. As a result, age uncertainties and discrepancies between the reference records have often been overlooked or even completely ignored in data compilations and subsequent model-data comparison exercises. Bakker and Renssen (2014) suggest that the temperature bias introduced by the assumption that data-based LIG maximum temperature are all peaking at the same time could explain, at least partly, the observed current mismatch between the climatic data compiled into one single time slice by Turney and Jones (2010) and recent climate model snapshot simulations from Otto-Bliesner et al. (2013). In addition, a recent LIG data synthesis of ice and marine high-latitude temperature records (Capron et al., 2014) shows that the use of several LIG time slices and of a common temporal framework reduces model-data mismatches. Thus, despite abundance of palaeoclimatic sequences around the globe, the inherent difficulties of comparing paleorecords from different depositional realms and the lack of sufficiently precise absolute age may lead to misinterpretations of palaeoclimatic signals and still limit robust comparisons with climate model simulations. It is critical to overcome these limitations in order to decipher the nature and pattern of the
full penultimate deglaciation, the course of the LIG and the subsequent return into a glaciated Earth and their link with internal and external forcing.

Apparent age differences are also generated by a lack of rigour in the way these time periods are referred to. The term “Eemian” has been frequently used interchangeably with “Last Interglacial” (e.g. Jessen and Milthers, 1928; Cape Last Interglacial Project Members, 2006; NEEM community members, 2013). However, the Eemian is originally defined as the period of forest cover at Amerfoort, the Netherlands (Harting, 1875) and has been extended to other sites using biostratigraphic or climatostratigraphic units, whose boundaries are diachronous across the world (e.g. Hedberg, 1958; Kukla et al., 2002; Shackleton et al., 2003). Other terms often incorrectly used interchangeably are Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 5e and the isotopic event 5.5 (see the recent review by Railsback et al., 2015). Defined in marine sediments from the δ¹⁸O of foraminifera (Emiliani, 1955; Shackleton, 1969), MIS 5e runs between the midpoints of transitions, and therefore includes not only the LIG climatic optimum but also part of the previous deglacial transition and following glacial inception (Fig. 1). The δ¹⁸O of foraminifera is also a local signal depending on both the local temperature and water δ¹⁸O, and departs from a global δ¹⁸O level signal (e.g. Wolff et al., 2008). In contrast, the isotopic event 5.5 was defined in benthic foraminifera δ¹⁸O stack records (Pisias et al., 1984; Martinson et al., 1987) and refers to the very short time interval composed of the two 5.51 and 5.53 isotopic events (Fig. 1), which may occur at different times or be absent in individual foraminifera isotopic records. Definitions of the term “Last Interglacial” vary across studies (see discussion in section 9.2). We do not aim here to provide additional definitions to this time period, but rather to clarify how we use the following terms in our study. For practicality, we employ here the term “acme” to highlight the interval of peak values in a given climate or environmental record that is contained within the LIG. In certain cases, the acme lasts for the entire length of the LIG (e.g. as observed in the global sea level curve and Sanban speleothem δ¹⁸O record, Fig. 1A and 1D), but in others it only represents a portion of the LIG (e.g. as seen in the benthic δ¹⁸O and EDC ice δð record, Fig. 1B and 1C). In addition, the term “Termination II” has been originally defined as the deglacial period covered by the decrease in foraminifera δ¹⁸O (Broecker and van Donk, 1970). We favour here the use of the term “penultimate deglaciation” against “Termination II” to refer to the climatic transition occurring between full glacial and interglacial conditions (Fig. 1). Thus, in this study, the “penultimate deglaciation” does not strictly refer to the period of ice loss, but to the whole range of changes that leads to, surrounds and includes ice volume changes. Finally, we use the term “last glacial inception” as the time interval occurring from the demise of the LIG acme to the onset of Greenland Stadial 25 (hereafter GS-25, following the recent numbering by Rasmussen et al., 2014) or to MIS 5d extremum in records where glacial millennial-scale variability is not clear (see Fig. 1). With this approach, the timing and the duration of the penultimate deglaciation of the LIG acme and the last glacial inception vary from one record to another (Fig. 1).

This work is an initiative of the Past4Future European project, which has investigated climatic and environmental variations during the last two interglacials (http://wwwpast4future.eu/). Similarly to the INTIMATE (INtegration of Ice-core, Marine and Terrestrial records) project which proposed protocols to harmonize chronologies of paleoclimatic records over the last 60 ka (e.g. Lowe et al., 2008; Blockley et al., 2012; Brauer et al., 2014), we aim here to increase the awareness of the paleoclimatic community, both on the data and the modelling sides, on the approaches that are commonly used to define chronologies in climatic archives during
used in marine (corals, sediments) and terrestrial (speleothems, ice cores, lake and peat sediments) archives (see Fig. 2 and Table S1 for site locations), and provide recommendations on how to best derive LIG chronologies in climatic archives. Hence, we describe per type of archive (sections 2–6) the hypotheses underlying the classical alignment methods, the common interpretation of parameters used to determine age models and the quantitative estimate of absolute and relative age uncertainties. We discuss the strengths and limitations of climato-stratigraphic alignments using examples (section 7) and present how magnetic stratigraphy could strengthen the available LIG stratigraphic inventory (section 8). Finally, we propose a sequence of major climatic events with related age uncertainties across the penultimate deglaciation, the LIG period and the last glacial inception (section 9).

2. Absolute dating of aragonitic corals

Dating fossil shallow coral reefs is critical for assessing the timing and magnitude of sea level changes during the penultimate deglaciation, LIG and last glacial inception (e.g. Stirling et al., 1998; Thompson and Goldstein, 2005). Of course, major uncertainties concerning the elevation/bathymetry of paleo-sea-levels arise from isostatic and tectonic effects, as well as from the precise bathymetric distribution of dated corals (e.g. Kopp et al., 2009; Dutton and Lambeck, 2012; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013). In the present study, we will strictly refer to dating uncertainties. We therefore summarize here the most recent understanding of potential and limitations with respect to the use of U-series ages in scleractinian (i.e. aragonitic) corals for documenting LIG boundaries, relative sea-level changes and climate instabilities. We refer the reader to the reviews by e.g. Bourdon et al. (2003) and Hillaire-Marcel (2009) for full information on all aspects of U-series dating (also see Figure S1). High amounts (about 2–4 ppm) of uranium (U) from seawater (henceforth the “authigenic” uranium) are incorporated into such scleractinian coral skeleton (e.g. Swart and Hubbard, 1982; Cheng et al., 2000). This results in easily measurable amounts of daughter isotopes (230Th in particular) for the calculation of radiometric ages. It also makes such fossil carbonates less sensitive to minor diagenetic effects on the 238U-234U-230Th and 235U-231Pa decay series. Comparatively, most of the uranium found in calcitic corals and other biogenic carbonates, including aragonitic mollusk shells, originates from diageneric processes, and cannot provide sufficiently precise time series for the LIG (e.g. Zazo et al., 2002). Thus, we focus below on the U-series dating of scleractinian corals and its intrinsic limitations.

2.1. Age calculation and its intrinsic uncertainties

In recent years, most ages have been obtained through high precision TIMS or MC-ICP-MS measurements and are generally given with a ±2σ uncertainty. Earlier, they were mostly obtained through alpha particle counting and generally cited with a ±1σ uncertainty. Some vagueness persists with respect to the way quoted uncertainties include or not all potential sources of analytical errors (internal vs. external precision), which makes direct comparison of databases somewhat hazardous. Efforts are on their way for the selection of standard material to be calibrated and distributed between laboratories as a mean to define effective overall analytical uncertainties in each laboratory. Meanwhile, some caution is recommended with respect to the interpretation of error bars cited with published ages.

Moreover, radiometric age equations include decay constants of all concerned isotopes, which are known with some uncertainty (Table S2). The comparison of such U-series ages to any other time scale, such as glaciological ages, astronomically-tuned ages and other radiometric ages (e.g. 39Ar–40Ar, 14C), requires the U-series decay constant uncertainties to be carried into the final age error calculation. Within the age range of LIG marine corals, these uncertainties correspond to potential age differences up to about ±0.8 or ±1.3 ka (within a 95% confidence interval) for the U-series time scale vs. absolute time, depending on the statistical approach used to assess them.
2.2. Chemical and “physical” closure of the system

Although scleractinian corals are rich in authigenic U, bias in U-series age calculations can arise from diagenetic processes. Two categories of processes might be considered here. The first one is essentially linked to the behaviour of U under reduced vs. oxidizing conditions resulting respectively in potential gains of authigenic U or losses of authigenic U through time (a process often associated with the transformation of aragonite into calcite, e.g. Chiu et al., 2005). The second process, is less clearly understood, but often documented in the literature as U-decay series isotope behaviours in biogenic carbonate. It shows time-dependent enrichments in \(^{234}\text{Th}^{-234}\text{U}\) and \(^{230}\text{Th}\), eventually leading to excesses in \(^{234}\text{Th}^{-234}\text{U}\) and \(^{230}\text{Th}\), respectively above \(^{234}\text{U}\) and \(^{234}\text{U}\) through time (e.g. Hillaire-Marcel et al., 1986). Both processes result in age offsets in corals (Mey, 2008; Hillaire-Marcel, 2009). To illustrate such processes, Thompson et al. (2011) used two superimposed bodies of reef coral, I and II, from the Bahamas (Fig. 3). By plotting the calculated U-series age vs. the initial \(^{234}\text{U}^{-238}\text{U}\) for all samples from both reefs, they proposed to use linear trends through reef I and reef II clusters, to correct for the diagenetic process leading to the addition of daughter isotopes in fossil coral skeletons. In contrast, large symbols represent discrete pieces of the same individual coral, which must be the same age for each individual, whereas a detailed statistical analysis might support some bimodal distribution (prior to ~50 ka) could not be documented by this ratio. However, departures from closed conditions might still be shown by \(^{234}\text{U}^{-234}\text{U}\) departure from \(^{234}\text{U}^{-234}\text{U}\) pseudo-concordia (e.g. Hillaire-Marcel, 2009). U/Ca variability along growth layers may also shed more light on the behaviour of U in fossil corals, especially the preservation of the seasonal signature or its blurring through U-mobility in the sample.

Most authors argue that 70 %–80 % of the observed age variability for a given reef body can be explained by these trends, i.e. by diagenetic processes (Thompson et al., 2011). The remaining 20–30 % of the observed variability, which is shown by the dispersion of multiple analyses of the same individual coral, is attributed to some chemical uranium mobility (Fig. 3). Algorithms have been proposed to derive open-system ages based on variable assumptions (e.g. Thompson and Goldstein, 2005; Goy et al., 2006). Generally, such model ages lead to uncertainties of several thousand years when estimating a “corrected age” within the LIG time frame (see examples and discussion in Goy et al., 2006 or Carboni et al., 2014).

Thus, the most suitable situation is when dating corals with a U-series isotope evolution is exclusively controlled by in-situ radioactive decay processes, i.e. the so-called “closed system” situation. Note that this expression generally refers to a chemically closed system (i.e. without any diagenetic U-fluxes). It does not fully cover the issue of discrete processes that are related to U-decay series isotope behaviours and lead to long-term enrichments in \(^{234}\text{Th}^{-234}\text{U}\) and \(^{230}\text{Th}\), as evoked above. Furthermore mineralogical stability might not be proof of a chemical closure (Pons-Branchu et al., 2005). Calcite may be produced when grinding samples (e.g. Labonne and Hillaire-Marcel, 2000). The most unquestionable way to document such “closed systems” consists in confronting two distinct chronometers in so-called “concordia” or “pseudo-concordia” approaches (Edwards et al., 1997; Cheng et al., 1998). Here, concordias may be set from \(^{231}\text{Pa}^{-235}\text{U}\) vs. \(^{230}\text{Th}/^{234}\text{U}^{-238}\text{U}\) chronometers (Figure S1). As the \(^{238}\text{U}^{-235}\text{U}\) ratio is practically constant at the U-series disequilibria time scale in most sedimentary settings (see Andersen et al., 2014 for examples of potential offsets), \(^{231}\text{Pa}^{-235}\text{U}\) vs. \(^{230}\text{Th}^{-234}\text{U}^{-238}\text{U}\) ages may be obtained directly from \(^{231}\text{Pa}^{-235}\text{U}\) vs. \(^{230}\text{Th}^{-234}\text{U}^{-238}\text{U}\) measurements. Whereas \(^{231}\text{Pa}^{-235}\text{U}\) ages can be calculated straightforwardly, the calculation of the \(^{230}\text{Th}^{-234}\text{U}^{-238}\text{U}\) age requires the assumption of a constant initial \(^{234}\text{U}^{-238}\text{U}\) ratio for the authigenic uranium. As the seawater \(^{234}\text{U}^{-238}\text{U}\) ratio has likely varied only within 1.5 % of its present activity value (~1.145) over the last 360 ka (Henderson, 2002), this condition might be seen as fulfilled in LIG scleractinian corals. \(^{231}\text{Pa}\) and \(^{230}\text{Th}\) ages calculated accordingly should be concordant in a chemically closed radioactive system (see Fig. S1 for details). Unfortunately, the precision achieved for \(^{231}\text{Pa}\) measurements is not comparable to that of \(^{230}\text{Th}\). Adding uncertainties about the initial \(^{231}\text{Pa}^{-235}\text{U}\) composition of the coral uranium and the decay constants involved, \(^{231}\text{Pa}^{-235}\text{U}\) vs. \(^{230}\text{Th}^{-234}\text{U}^{-238}\text{U}\) concordia ages lack precision, especially within the LIG time range (i.e. when activity ratios of \(^{231}\text{Pa}^{-235}\text{U}\) get closer to the secular equilibrium value) and therefore cannot be used in a straightforward manner to ascertain a closed system.

Most authors will follow a “pseudo-concordia” approach, which is based on the combination of information from several isotopes from the \(^{234}\text{U}\) decay-series. For example, they will use \(^{234}\text{U}^{-234}\text{U}\) vs. \(^{230}\text{Th}^{-234}\text{U}\) ratios, hypothesize an initial \(^{234}\text{U}^{-238}\text{U}\) ratio identical to that of the modern ocean, and assume, when data fall on the “pseudo-concordia” curve (e.g. Goy et al., 2006), that the coral has secured a “closed system”. Adding \(^{226}\text{Ra}\) (the daughter of \(^{230}\text{Th}\), Fig. S1) measurements provides information on the last ~50 ka history of the samples, and as illustrated in Fig. 4, such measurements point to almost systematic offsets from perfect “pseudo-concordia” curves, either due to some Ra and likely U chemical mobility, or simply in relation with the slow \(^{230}\text{Th}^{-234}\text{U}^{-238}\text{U}\) enrichment process evoked above. Of course, any earlier partially open system could not be documented by this ratio. However, departures from closed conditions might still be shown by \(^{234}\text{U}^{-234}\text{U}\) departure from \(^{234}\text{U}^{-234}\text{U}\) pseudo-concordia (e.g. Hillaire-Marcel, 2009). U/Ca variability along growth layers may also shed more light on the behaviour of U in fossil corals, especially the preservation of the seasonal signature or its blurring through U-mobility in the sample.

2.3. Detrital and taphonomical contaminations

Large coral colonies are generally easy to clean mechanically. Solitary corals might be more difficult to clean (e.g. Goy et al., 2006). Often, taphonomical evolution results in more or less...
data through time in a closed system, assuming a constant
234U/238U activity ratios through time in a closed system, assuming a constant data are plotted with their ±2σ errors. Bottom left: evolution of 232Th, 234Th, 235U, and 238U activity ratios through time in a closed system, assuming a constant initial 234U/238U ratio of ~1.14 for the authigenic U. On the right, blow up of measured values vs. theoretical decay curves. It evidences an unequivocal deviation from a totally closed system decay calculation (see section 2).

discrete contaminations of samples (due mostly to burrowing organisms, as illustrated by the second generation Siderastrea radians in Fig. 4).

Correction for this detrital contamination is usually based on the use of 232Th as a tracer of the contaminating fraction (e.g. Lao et al., 1993; Henderson and Anderson, 2003). The knowledge of activity ratios between 234U-series isotopes linked to this detrital fraction and its 232Th is critical in order to subtract this fraction from the total 238U and daughter isotope content analysed in order to calculate ages (e.g. Ludwig and Paces, 2002). When physical cleaning of coral samples fails to remove all contaminating fraction, the most suitable approach consists in making several measurements in any given sample as a means to calculate an isochron age (e.g. Ludwig, 2003). This supposes that if each sub-sample contains variable proportions of contaminant vs. authigenic ingrowth fractions, all should depict narrowly clustered isotopic composition of this contaminating fraction. Note that potential analytical artefacts may occur through chemical cleaning and leaching procedures (e.g. Hillaire-Marcel and Causse, 1989). There is yet another less precise but easier way to put constraints on the isotopic composition of the detrital fraction when several specimens from a given site, collected in a given stratigraphic order, yield clustered ages (e.g. LIG, Holocene). It consists in assuming that all samples contain a similar detrital fraction, isotopically speaking, and in calculating through iterations ages fitting with the stratigraphic order observed. This approach has been used for speleothem studies (e.g. Hellstrom, 2006) but might in favourable cases also apply for the dating of corals. Note that any contamination of fossil coral by an aragonitic micrite would not be captured by this approach based on 232Th-labelled contaminating fractions. Nevertheless, whatever the approach used to correct for the detrital contamination of samples, a robust statistical assessment of an isochron age, as proposed by Ludwig and Titterington (1994), results usually in a very large uncertainty (several times the calculated error of any given sample within the LIG time range, e.g. Carboni et al., 2014).

2.4. Recommendations and perspectives

The limitations listed above are a substantial source of uncertainty in the comparison of existing records. Achieving a millennial or sub-millennial resolution for the dating of corals of LIG age is currently out of reach. The best resolution achievable is illustrated by clusters around two high LIG sea level stands observed in several studies (e.g. Kopp et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2011). Reconciliation of this modal distribution with continuous times series (e.g. speleothems, marine cores) may be achievable with a more careful assessment of the relative closure and contamination of samples. Isochron ages on specimens with near-expectation 232Th and 234U/238U activity ratios might reveal the most effective way to do it. From a methodological point of view, a much better understanding of the behaviour of actinides in biogenic carbonates would be gained either with more precise 233Pa-235U ages, or the possibility to run a series of measurements in a given sample through laser ablation and MC-ICP-MS measurements. Future generation of instruments should offer this possibility.

3. Dating of speleothems

Speleothems currently provide the best-dated material to investigate changes in terrestrial climate across the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG. Absolute dates obtained on speleothems might also offer a tool to improve the chronologies of ice cores and marine sediments, assuming that the measured dates are well understood and represent similar and in-phase climatic events in the different archives (e.g. Drysdale et al., 2009; Barker et al., 2011). Here, we address the absolute and relative age constraints available for speleothems, as well as the related uncertainties. Then, we describe how speleothem records might be used as alignment targets for other archives and the difficulties that arise when performing such exercises, in particular related to the current limitations attached to the interpretation of measured climate and environmental tracers.

3.1. Absolute dating and stratigraphic markers

Speleothems have the advantage of being absolutely dated over the last 600 ka with the U–Th methodology (Hellstrom, 2006) (see section 2 for details and limitations of the U-series dating method). Stalagmites are preferred over other speleothems (e.g. stalactites) because the deposition of calcite at a single location (the stalagmite apex) leads to a well-structured and generally continuous sedimentological profile. Speleothems also offer up to intra-annual time resolution when seasonal layering is present (Baker et al., 1993; Shopov et al., 1994). Layer counting is used to refine the chronology of U–Th dated speleothems (Dominguez-Villar et al., 2012). Although layering has been observed in LIG speleothems (S. Verheyden, unpublished results), layer counting has only been used so far in speleothems covering the Holocene. Currently, U–Th dating leads to dating uncertainties better than ~0.5 % (Dorale et al., 2004; Li et al., 2005; Cheng et al., 2009), which corresponds to a typical 2σ error of ~1.0 ka for LIG speleothems (e.g. Kelly et al., 2006; Drysdale et al., 2009; Jo et al., 2011). However, higher uncertainties of up to several thousands of years are not rare and mostly related to detrital Th incorporation (e.g. in post LIG speleothems from Entrische Kirche cave, Austrian Alps, Meyer et al., 2012) or to post depositional alteration (e.g. in a LIG speleothem from Corchia cave, Italy, Drysdale et al., 2004). Improved elemental separation techniques, better instrumentation, well-suited speleothems (i.e. with high U content, low detrital content, no alteration and high growth rates) can lead to particularly precise ages with 2σ errors lower than 0.1 ka, as obtained in the Chinese
speleothem from the Sanbao cave during the penultimate deglaciation (Cheng et al., 2009).

Increasing dating precision requires sampling with a minimal time-window that is laterally broad but as small as possible along the growth axis, in order to avoid that the sampling uncertainty (i.e. the entire deposition period covered by the sample) increases the analytical error associated with the age determination. For MC-ICP-MS dating, 100–400 mg of powder is generally needed depending on the U content of the calcite. The U content varies from one cave to the other due to variations in U-content of the host rock. Dated samples characterised by high (low) U content and high (low) growth rate can cover a few years (several hundreds of years). For example, a sample taken over ~2 mm along the growth axis of a speleothem with a growth rate of ~0.5 mm/century will cover 400 years, getting close to the analytical uncertainty in some cases. Therefore, besides a high U content and low detrital Th content, high speleothem growth rate is an essential prerequisite for obtaining precise ages.

Changes in the growth rate through time may also lead to an important “accordion effect” in the depth-age relationship along the speleothem. Indeed, the growth rate, which is mostly controlled by the calcium content of dripping water and the drip rate (Baker et al., 1998; Dreybrodt, 1999), can vary from 0 to a few µm/a during cold and dry periods and reaches more than 1 mm/a during warmer and more humid climate intervals (Genty and Quinif, 1996; Baker et al., 1998; Genty et al., 2001; Verheyden et al., 2006). Such an effect should be taken into account when discussing chronologies based on linear interpolation between absolute dates. In the future, acquiring many precise radiometric dating and petrographic observations is hence necessary to obtain detailed growth rate records, which, in addition to providing useful climatic information, help to enhance the confidence in interpolated chronologies. Algorithms to calculate growth rate curves, including the error on intermediate ages are currently in development (Scholz and Hoffmann, 2011; Breitenbach et al., 2012) but have still some difficulties to correctly handle hiatuses (Scholz et al., 2012).

Juvigné and Gewert (1988) observed the presence of tephra minerals such as pyroxenes and amphiboles in a stalagmite from the Remouchamps cave (Belgium) and related them to the Rocourt Tephra (Gullentops, 1954), dated around 90–74 ka (Poulet et al., 2008). Another “tephra of Remouchamps” dated at 106 ± 6 ka (Gewert and Juvigné, 1986) was observed in speleothems from the Remouchamps and Bohon caves (Belgium) but never identified in surface deposits. Frisia et al. (2008) related sulphate concentration peaks in recent speleothems to historically known eruptions. Badertscher et al. (2014) also suggested that bromine is the ideal volcanic tracer in speleothems, regarding its rapid transfer from the atmosphere to the cave, which is not always the case for sulphate. Tephra layers in speleothems are so far largely understudied and using them in climatic alignments with other archives would require a precise identification of the tephra layer, which might be difficult to achieve unequivocally. However, the close link recently suggested between the presence of bromine, molybdenum and sulphur recorded in speleothems and volcanic ashes (Baldwin and Frappier, 2008; Badertscher et al., 2014) still opens interesting perspectives.

3.2. Aligning other archives to speleothem records

High-resolution records and precise dating of speleothems led recent studies to adjust the chronologies of marine sediments and ice cores by using climatic alignments to the most common tracer measured on speleothems, calcite δ18O (e.g. Drysdale et al., 2009; Barker et al., 2011; Buizert et al., 2015; Jiménez-Amat and Zahn, 2015). This approach requires having a good understanding of the dominant drivers of calcite δ18O (Table 1) to argument sufficiently the “climatic” link between calcite δ18O and the tracers measured in other archives. Changes in temperature, rainfall amount and rain sources are the dominant drivers (Table 1). These changes are often interconnected and the dominant climatic parameter (e.g. temperature vs. rainfall amount) may differ from one speleothem to another, explaining the observed variability in speleothem records (see Lachniet (2009), Fig. 5, Table 1). Moreover, opposite influences of surface air temperature and the directly related cave air temperature on calcite δ18O explain the important amplitude of the variability and sometimes nearly absent glacial-interglacial changes observed in speleothem δ18O records. High variability is particularly visible in European speleothems where the relative importance of the temperature effect (compared to rainfall δ18O effect) is larger than in speleothems from monsoon areas (Fig. 5, Table 1).

Based on the high similarity of marine and continental paleoclimate changes recorded in the Middle East region, and the fact that the Eastern Mediterranean Sea is today the main source of moisture for rainfall controlling cave water and thus calcite δ18O, Bar-Matthews et al. (2003) aligned Eastern Mediterranean planktonic foraminifera δ18O records to Israel speleothem δ18O records over the last 250 ka. Alignments between marine and speleothem records have also been produced in Asian monsoonal areas. For instance, Caballero-Gill et al. (2012) aligned the planktonic δ18O record from a northern South China Sea core to the Chinese Hulu and Sanbao speleothem δ18O records over the last 350 ka. Although a more detailed investigation on the climatic relation between the δ18O of both archives is certainly useful, alignment between planktonic δ18O and δ18O of speleothems formed by rainfall originating from the region where foraminifera grew up seems relevant. Well-dated Asian speleothem records have also been used as targets, both on glacial-interglacial and millennial time scales, to refine ice core chronologies (e.g. Barker et al., 2011; Buizert et al., 2015). Similarities are observed between the variability expressed on millennial to precession time scales in Asian speleothem δ18O records and in global atmospheric composition (CH4 and δ18Oatm of trapped air in ice cores) (e.g. Wang et al., 2008; Landais et al., 2010). The underlying mechanisms may, however, be complex and involve the overall impact of associated climate variability on methane production and changes in precipitation isotopic composition used for biosphere oxygen production, and the net effect of possible contrasted changes in each hemisphere (e.g. Cruz et al., 2006; Jo et al., 2014).

Asian calcite δ18O variations are interpreted as changes in monsoon intensity commonly explained by latitudinal shifts in the position of the inter-tropical convergence zone and of tropical rainfall belts (Wang et al., 2001, 2006). Asian records show relatively similar variations throughout the large climatic changes during the penultimate deglaciation and the last glacial inception (Fig. 5). They also exhibit millennial-scale climatic variability which led to the identification of East Asian Monsoon events that are likely related to Greenland Interstadial (GI) events (Cruz et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2009; Jo et al., 2011) (Fig. 5). These similarities have been used to create a WAIS Divide ice core chronology (WD2014) based on GICC05 adjusted through alignment with the Hulu cave speleothems (Buizert et al., 2015), and to suggest a way of improving the EDC3 chronology (already including one speleothem alignment during the penultimate deglaciation, Parrenin et al., 2007) by using further absolute dates from the Hulu and Sanbao caves (Barker et al., 2011). Modelling work suggests that the atmospheric readjustments during monsoon intensity changes occur on decadal timescales in response to Northern Hemisphere high-latitude forcing (e.g. Chiang and Bitz, 2005; Cvijanovic and Chiang, 2013). But a precise
assessment of the synchronicity hypothesis based on high-resolution records from speleothem and ice cores is still missing. In contrast, whereas calcite $\delta^{18}O$ records from European speleothems display clear changes during the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG.

### Table 1

Interpretation of main speleothem proxies and selected records offering continuous series, relatively high temporal resolution and chronologies, and covering the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracer</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Selected LIG cave records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcite $\delta^{18}O$</td>
<td><strong>Monsoon areas:</strong> low calcite $\delta^{18}O$ values indicate more intense monsoons, higher summer monsoon rainfall contribution, or less extra-tropical contribution. <strong>Temperate areas:</strong> calcite $\delta^{18}O$ is sensitive to precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ (itself potentially related to temperature and precipitation effects, including precipitation seasonality), to cave temperature effects, and it can also be affected by climate-sensitive kinetic effects (section 3).</td>
<td>Dongge (Yuan et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2006) Sanbao (Wang et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2009) Santana (Cruz et al., 2006) Corchia (Drysdale et al., 2005, 2007; 2009) Tana che Ula (Regattieri et al., 2014b) La Chaise BDinf (Couchoud et al., 2009) Soreq (Bar-Matthews et al., 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcite $\delta^{13}C$</td>
<td>Plant type changes (C3, C4) in some areas. When only one plant type is present, low calcite $\delta^{13}C$ values are generally associated to higher soil and vegetation activity, itself enhanced with warmer temperatures in the absence of water stress.</td>
<td>Santana (Cruz et al., 2006) Tana che Ula (Regattieri et al., 2014b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth rate</td>
<td>High growth rates generally indicate warm and wet conditions.</td>
<td>La Chaise BDinf (Couchoud et al., 2009) Maxange (unpublished results from Genty and Wainer) Tana che Ula (Regattieri et al., 2014b) Corchia (Drysdale et al., 2005, 2007; 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca</td>
<td>Multiple factors: e.g. water availability, temperature, organic matter, dust deposition at the surface.</td>
<td>A robust and well-understood high-resolution record is not yet available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Soreq cave $\delta^{18}O$ record is based on multiple speleothems (Bar-Matthews et al., 2003).

Fig. 5. Calcite $\delta^{18}O$ (top) and growth rate (bottom, with $2\sigma$ dating errors) records of selected speleothems for the period 140–100 ka. These speleothems were selected for (1) their high density of high-precision U–Th ages, (2) their relatively high growth rate so that dated samples cover a relatively short time-period and (3) their continuous growth rate over long time-intervals. Selected European and Mediterranean records (left) are from the Enstrische Kirche cave (Austria) (Meyer et al., 2008), La Chaise cave (DBinf, France) (Couchoud et al., 2009), Maxange (France) (Genty and Wainer unpublished), Tana che Ula cave (Italy) (Regattieri et al., 2014b), Corchia cave (Italy) (Drysdale et al., 2005, 2009), and Soreq cave (Israel) (Bar-Matthews et al., 2003). For higher clarity, $\delta^{18}O$ records from Maxange, La Chaise and Tana che Ula are plotted on a different Y-axis. The $\delta^{18}O$ record from Enstrische Kirche cave is also plotted on a specific (not reversed) Y-axis due to an inverse $\delta^{18}O$-climate relationship compared to other speleothems (Meyer et al., 2008). Selected Asian records (right) are from the Dongge cave (China) (Yuan et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2006), Sanbao cave (China) (Wang et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2009), Daeya cave (South Korea) (Jo et al., 2011). The sole South American record covering the entire LIG is from the Santana cave (Brazil) (Cruz et al., 2006). Arrows along the $\delta^{18}O$ vertical axis indicate the general influence of changes in temperature and rainfall amount on speleothem calcite $\delta^{18}O$ (e.g. Lachniet, 2009). See Fig. 2 for site locations.
millennial time-scales at the end of the LIG (similarly to MIS 3, Sp
development of spatio-temporal climate records, in particular from northern Europe, are needed.

Millennial-scale climate variability recorded in European speleothems at the onset of the last glacial period also exhibits the footprint of Greenland ice core events (e.g. Lauritzen, 1995; Plagnes et al., 2002; Muñoz García et al., 2007; Höglund et al., 2008; Boch et al., 2011) (see also section 4.2). Events similar to GS-25 and GS-24.1 are recorded through increases in calcite δ18O from the CC28 speleothem from Clichy cave between 112.0 ± 0.8 ka and 108.8 ± 1.0 ka and between 105.1 ± 0.9 ka and 102.6 ± 0.8 ka, respectively (Drysdale et al., 2007). While this result could suggest the possibility to align polar and continental climate records on millennial time-scales at the end of the LIG (similarly to MIS 3, Spot and Mangini, 2002; Genty et al., 2003), only few records are available and additional well-dated and high-resolution speleothem records, in particular from northern Europe, are needed.

The regional discrepancies in the initiation of interglacial conditions, in particular in Europe, illustrate a spatially variable timing of the penultimate deglaciation and the onset of the LIG acme, i.e. a duration of the LIG acme that potentially varies across the world (Fig. 5). Such spatial variability has to be kept in mind when aligning records from other archives to speleothem records. To perform with more confidence such alignments, progress on the interpretation of tracers is necessary as well as further assessments on the phase relationship between climatic events identified in different archives to test the hypothesis of synchronicity. More recent (e.g. < 40 ka) and well-dated (radiocarbon-dated or layer-counted) material could be particularly useful to test whether similar synchronicity is observed between records from speleothems and from other archives during earlier climatic changes.

3.3. Recommendations and perspectives

Only few well-dated and continuous speleothem records cover the LIG at high resolution (Table 1). While speleothems can provide accuratechronologies, their tracers still need to be better understood, based on systematic monitoring of environmental parameters (temperatures, drip rates, pCO2) and drip water isotopic composition in caves.

Additional high-resolution speleothem time-series are needed in undocumented areas but also in Europe, where records exhibit spatial heterogeneity. Ideally, new records should present growth rates as high as possible and numerous U–Th dating points in order to (1) reduce dating uncertainty, (2) enhance the robustness of radiometric chronologies on centennial to millennial time scales, (3) maximise constraints on the “accordion effect” induced by growth rate changes and (4) optimize the assessment of the synchronicity between records. Analytical developments such as laser sampling for U–Th dating (Hellstrom, 2006; Hoffmann et al., 2009) and improved detrital corrections (Zhao et al., 2009) will help to reduce chronological uncertainties (Hellstrom, 2006).

In the future, calcite δ13C, which depends on changes in vegetation and soil microbial activity and is hence strongly influenced by temperature (Genty et al., 2003) (Table 1), could complement calcite δ18O records in alignments with ice core, pollen or SST records. For example, millennial-scale climate variability has been identified in calcite δ13C records, in particular during MIS 3 and the last deglaciation (Genty et al., 2003; Fleitmann et al., 2009). However, speleothem δ13C records covering the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG remain scarce and further investigations on their stronger dependence to temperature compared to calcite δ18O are needed during this time period. Overall, alignment exercises to speleothems should be handled critically with respect to the selection of aligned records and the assumption of synchronously recorded climate events. The development of multi-proxy approaches, including underused tracers such as growth rate, calcite δ13C or elemental composition (Table 1), is also needed to strengthen the understanding of embedded climate signals and widen alignment possibilities.

Finally, the development of magnetic measurements in speleothems coupled with U–Th radiometry opens new perspectives to transfer the speleothem radiometric chronology to marine sediments and ice cores using magnetic or cosmogenic markers identified in both archives (see section 8).

4. Chronologies in ice cores

Tracers of polar climate, water cycle, aerosol deposition and global atmospheric composition measured in Antarctic ice cores have permitted to explore the sequence of events occurring over the penultimate deglaciation, the LIG and the glacial inception (e.g. Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010a; Landais et al., 2013; Pol et al., 2014). The recent NEM ice core provides the first Greenland record over the LIG (NEEM community members, 2013). A full climatic exploitation of these records requires a coherent chronological framework. While absolute dating of the LIG is not yet possible from ice core layer counting (Svenssson et al., 2011), efforts to quantify and reduce ice core chronological uncertainties are ongoing within the community.

A specificity of ice core age scales is the requirement to date both the ice and the gas, and therefore to produce two consistent chronologies. This is due to the fact that air is completely enclosed into the ice only at about 50–120 m under the ice sheet surface, where the firn has progressively reached the density of ice at the Lock In-Depth (LID). As a result, for a given depth, the air is always younger than the surrounding ice by centuries to thousands of years. This age difference between ice and gas of same depth (called Δage) is not constant along an ice core due to varying surface temperature and accumulation rate through time. This ice-gas offset can also be considered as a depth difference between ice and gas of same age, noted Δdepth. Knowing the temporal evolution of the Δage is essential for establishing reliable links between ice and gas chronologies. This section focuses on established dating constraints and strategies that can be applied to date the LIG and the penultimate deglaciation. For this purpose, we discuss the new Antarctic ice core reference chronology, AICC2012 (Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013) that has been built using the Bayesian tool named “Daticce” (Lemieux-Dudon et al., 2010), which combines ice core dating techniques developed over the last decades. We provide an overview and discuss the different stratigraphic constraints and associated dating uncertainties implemented in AICC2012 for the time interval 140–100 ka. Finally, we provide an outlook on potential additional chronological constraints and techniques that could further help to improve polar ice core age scales during the LIG.

4.1. The AICC2012 chronology

4.1.1. Dating strategy

New methodologies based on the idea of an optimal use of the different sources of chronological information and of the various
glaciological constraints were first developed by Parrenin et al. (2001) for the Vostok ice core. Using an inverse approach combining a glaciological ice flow model and chronological tie-points, this methodology has been applied to the EDC ice core to produce the EDC3 chronology (Parrenin et al., 2007) (Table 2), which is currently widely used in paleoclimatic studies. Beyond 70 ka, the EDC3 timescale mostly relies on orbital tuning age markers (atmospheric δ¹⁸O of O₂ (δ¹⁸O atm) and air content). Additional absolute age markers were included in particular to constrain the timing of the penultimate deglaciation and the duration of the LIG. For instance, the abrupt increase in CH₄ recorded at the end of the deglaciation was assumed to be synchronous within 2 ka with the abrupt shift in speleothem calcite δ¹³C recorded in East Asia and the Eastern Mediterranean regions at 130.1 ± 2 ka (Bar-Matthews et al., 2003; Yuan et al., 2004).

The most coherent ice and gas timescale, AICC2012, has been recently produced over the last 800 ka without speleothem-derived tie points (Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013) (Table 2) and is an improvement with respect to EDC3. While EDC3 results from a glaciological model taking into account stratigraphic and age constraints from the EDC ice core only, the Datice tool integrates chronological and glaciological constraints from Vostok, EDC, EDML, TALDICE and NGRIP ice cores to produce AICC2012. Therefore, the AICC2012 chronology represents the best compromise between absolute and relative tie-points, and glaciological constraints (snow accumulation rates and thinning function) for the five ice cores, with the additional goal to be consistent with the Greenland GICC05 reference chronology (Svensson et al., 2008) (Table 2). While earlier ice core gas timescales were based on outputs from fingerprint models (e.g. Blunier et al., 2007; Loulergue et al., 2007), the Antarctic Δage estimate for AICC2012 was estimated from measurements of δ¹⁵N of N₂ in air bubbles, giving access to a more realistic LID than when estimated by fingerprint models (Parrenin et al., 2012).

4.1.2. Absolute age markers and stratigraphic links over the LIG

Fig. 6 shows the different types of age markers and associated 1σ uncertainties used to constrain AICC2012 between 140 and 110 ka (lists provided in Tables S3–4, Bazin et al. (2013) and Veres et al. (2013) for a full description).

The closest absolute age marker constraining the AICC2012 chronology over the LIG is the Mont Moulton tephra layer using a revised age of 93.2 ± 4.4 ka (Dunbar et al., 2008; Kuiper et al., 2008). All other constraints on absolute ages rely on three different orbital dating approaches that are all independent of Antarctic climate (Table S3, Fig. 6). First, four age markers are inferred from δ¹⁸O atm in the Vostok ice core for the 140–100 interval based on the strong relationship between δ¹³C atm (which reflects both changes in global ice volume and the hydrological cycle) and mid-June 65°N insolation (Bender et al., 1999; Petit et al., 1999). To account for possible time delays between changes in precession and changes in δ¹³C atm (Leuenberger, 1997; Jouzel et al., 2002), a 1σ uncertainty of 6 ka is attached to those orbital gas markers. Second, the elemental ratio O₂/N₂ measured in the trapped air displays variations similar to those of the local 21 December insolations in the Vostok, EDC and Dome F ice cores and can thus be used for dating purpose with a 1σ uncertainty of 2–4 ka (Kawamura et al., 2007; Suwa and Bender, 2008; Landais et al., 2012). Three ice age markers deduced from O₂/N₂ have been introduced in the AICC2012 chronology associated with a 1σ uncertainty of 4 ka. Third, it has been shown that part of the variance in total air content in the EDC ice core over the last 440 ka can be explained by the variations of an integrated summer insolation parameter that has an obliquity component (Raynaud et al., 2007). A tie point based on the EDC air content record at 101.0 ka (± 4 ka) has been defined. Note that, although measured in the trapped air, both δO₂/N₂ and air content markers are used to constrain the ice age scale rather than the gas age scale since they are understood to be controlled by the local insolation changing snow grain properties during the bubble close off (Bender, 2002; Raynaud et al., 2007). From sensitivity tests with Datice, Bazin et al. (2013) have shown that the chronological information obtained from these different orbital constraints is coherent, confirming their complementarity in the construction of ice core timescales.

In addition to these absolute age constraints, multiple stratigraphic links are also included. First, 48 gas stratigraphic links based on CH₄ and δ¹⁸O of O₂ record synchronisations are included and the associated 1σ uncertainties, which originate from the combined uncertainties linked to the resolution of each gas record and the matching bias, vary from 0.8 ka to 3 ka. Second, 46 volcanic stratigraphic markers, which can be identified by continuous electrical conductivity, di-electrical profiling and sulphate measurements (Clausen et al., 1997; Wolff et al., 1999), are also used to constrain AICC2012. They are associated with a 1σ uncertainty varying between 20 and 350 years. Finally, three additional constraints on the depth difference between a concomitant event in the ice and in the gas phases (Δdepth) are also available for the NGRIP ice core during glacial millennial-scale events with the use of δ³⁴S in the trapped air (e.g. Severinghaus et al., 1998; Kender et al., 2014).

Fig. 6 displays the CH₄ concentration and water isotopic profiles of the five cores onto their respective AICC2012 timescale. Overall, we observe a relatively good alignment of the different CH₄ profiles except for the NGRIP CH₄ record before ~118 ka. The latter is due to the fact that beyond ~118 ka, there is no more age constraint available for this ice core.

4.1.3. Transfer of the NEEM ice core onto AICC2012

Back to 108 ka, the NEEM ice core has been directly matched onto the NGRIP ice core on the GICC05 chronology (NEEM community members, 2013). Despite the fact that some NEEM ice core sections are disturbed and folded after the LIG, a chronological climatic sequence back to 128.5 ka has been obtained based on the match to NGRIP and EDML δ¹³C atm and CH₄ on the EDML1 timescale, which is by construction coherent with the EDC3 timescale (Capron et al., 2010; NEEM community members, 2013). Including the NEEM ice core in Datice would not bring any robust dating constraints because of the complex ice flow and the stratigraphic disturbances. Here, we therefore transfer the NEEM record onto AICC2012 (Fig. 7) using the ice age correspondence between EDML1 and AICC2012 given by the NEEM community members (2013).

We estimate a combined absolute dating uncertainty of at least 2 ka, which corresponds to the association of three sources of uncertainty: (1) the synchronisation error of the NEEM gas records onto the EDML/NGRIP gas records (~1 ka), (2) the uncertainty on the NEEM Δage determination (~0.5 ka) and (3) the AICC2012 absolute error for the EDML ice core (about 2 ka, Bazin et al., 2013).

4.2. AICC2012 dating uncertainties and comparison with other age scales

Based on the ~403‰ threshold value used in EDC ice δOD to define an interglacial (EPICA Community members, 2004), the timing and duration of the LIG remains largely unchanged in AICC2012 (116.3–122.5 ka) compared to EDCC (115.6–123.4 ka). However, thanks to the numerous time markers provided through the integration of multiple ice cores (Bazin et al., 2013), the absolute LIG age uncertainty is reduced to ~1.8 ka (1σ) compared to the 3 ka error attached to EDC3 (Parrenin et al., 2007).
The DFO-2006 ice core chronology, which was established for the Antarctic Dome F ice core (Kawamura et al., 2007) (Table 2). The DFO-2006 timescale was defined solely based on the orbital tuning of Dome F trapped air δO2/N2 record. The AICC2012 and DFO-2006 chronologies can be compared, assuming synchronous climate and water stable isotope changes in the central East Antarctic Plateau during the penultimate deglaciation and the glacial inception. This comparison highlights that AICC2012 ages are 3 ka younger than DFO-2006 ages for the Antarctic LIG early δD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timescale</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Limitations/difficulties</th>
<th>Timescale’s reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDC3 (EDC)</td>
<td>Inverse method (Parrenin et al., 2001). Based on:</td>
<td>Combination of glaciological and stratigraphical constraints.</td>
<td>Speleothem age used to date the mid-point transition of Termination II.</td>
<td>Parrenin et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• a snow accumulation and mechanical flow model.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Large uncertainties on the Δage calculation due to strong limitation in the firm densification models.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• a set of independent age markers along the EDC core.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Large absolute age uncertainty associated with orbital markers (up to 6 ka).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Modelling uncertainties not taken into account.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2006 (Dome F)</td>
<td>Orbital tuning (Bender, 2002). Based on the alignment of air δO2/N2 data onto a local insolation curve.</td>
<td>Orbital tuning method not relying on climatic assumption: it provides the possibility to explore the phasing between climate and external forcing.</td>
<td>Physical process linking local insolation and δO2/N2 variations not fully understood.</td>
<td>Kawamura et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICC2012 (NGRIP, EDC, EDML, TALDICE, Vostok)</td>
<td>Bayesian Datice tool (Lemieux-Dudon et al., 2010). Combination of glaciological modelling and age markers from multiple ice cores.</td>
<td>• Uncertainties of sedimentation models taken into account.</td>
<td>Orbital markers associated with large absolute age uncertainty (4 or 6 ka).</td>
<td>Bazin et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Age confidence interval estimated for both ice and gas phases.</td>
<td>Large age uncertainties for periods older than 130 ka.</td>
<td>Veres et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Independent from speleothem dates.</td>
<td>Overestimation of the uncertainties of the ice time scale (Landais et al., 2015).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Common for four Antarctic ice cores and one Greenland ice core: so far, it is the most appropriate ice core timescale to compare multiple Antarctic climate records and to discuss interhemispheric climate issues.</td>
<td>A 5 ka incoherence with speleothem timescales during the glacial inception possibly due to limitations in the orbital alignment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Lower absolute uncertainty so far over the LIG (e.g. &lt; 1.8 ka for the EDC core).</td>
<td>Lack of constraints and background thinning uncertainties between 118 and 123 ka for the NGRIP ice core.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Age optimized with respect to δ15N data and gas and ice stratigraphic markers.</td>
<td>Or 6 ka).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ss09sea (NGRIP)</td>
<td>Ice flow modelling (Johnsen et al., 2001). Forced by the accumulation rate deduced from the empirical relationship with water isotopic content of the ice.</td>
<td>First age scale produced for the Greenland NGRIP ice core.</td>
<td>Solely based on a glaciological flow model.</td>
<td>North Greenland Ice Core Project members (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• First age scale produced for the Greenland NGRIP ice core.</td>
<td>Strongly dependent on the empirical relationship between isotopes and accumulation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Solenohem age used to date the mid-point transition of Termination II.</td>
<td>The NGRIP record stops at ~123 ka.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Strongly dependent on the empirical relationship between isotopes and accumulation.</td>
<td>Timescale adjusted during the glacial inception to be coherent with MD95-2042 timescale from Shackleton et al. (2002).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Only glaciological model and thus strongly dependent on the empirical relationship between isotopes and accumulation (see ss09sea).</td>
<td>The NGRIP record stops at ~123 ka.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Age scale coherent with the annual layer counted GICC05 chronology, which covers the last 60 ka.</td>
<td>Timescale adjusted during the glacial inception to be coherent with the MD95-2042 timescale from Shackleton et al. (2002) (see ss09sea).</td>
<td>Wolff et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GICC05modelext (NGRIP)</td>
<td>Layer-counting and ice flow modelling (Wolff et al., 2010) based on the GICC05 time scale (Svensson et al., 2008) for the last 60 ka and extended using the ss09sea time scale beyond (with a shift of 705 yr to ensure continuity).</td>
<td>Age scale coherent with the annual layer counted GICC05 chronology, which covers the last 60 ka.</td>
<td>Only glaciological model and thus strongly dependent on the empirical relationship between isotopes and accumulation (see ss09sea).</td>
<td>Wolff et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
optimum, and up to 6 ka younger during the glacial inception (Bazin et al., 2013). There are, therefore, significant differences in the absolute timing and duration of the LIG with these two approaches, beyond estimated uncertainties. These large differences are also highlighted in the recent comparison of the two chronologies based on a new synchronisation of volcanic markers between EDC and Dome F (Fujita et al., 2015).

In addition, we compare the AICC2012 chronology to independent absolute age constraints obtained on speleothem records. Assuming that the δ18O of speleothem calcite is a tracer for large scale regional climate changes (section 3), European speleothem δ18O (e.g. Spötl and Mangini, 2002) could be directly compared with Greenland NGRIP ice δ18O, while Chinese speleothem δ18O (Cheng et al., 2009) should correlate to the sharp CH4 changes measured in ice cores, as observed during the GS and GI events of the last glacial period and deglaciation. At the onset of the penultimate deglaciation, the timing of the abrupt decrease in Sanbao cave calcite δ18O agrees with the timing of the similarly fast increase in CH4 on AICC2012 (Fig. 7). For Corchia cave, the penultimate deglaciation is characterised by two decreases between 133 and 131 ka and between 129 and 128 ka, respectively (Drysdale et al., 2009). Note that dating tests performed by Bazin et al. (2013) prove that AICC2012 is not sensitive to the use of the speleothem tie point that was employed in EDC3 over the penultimate deglaciation.

The situation is different over the last glacial inception where larger discrepancies are observed between existing timescales, in particular over GI-25. A fingerprint of this first rapid event has been identified in speleothem records from Corchia cave (Drysdale et al., 2009), NALPS (Boch et al., 2011) and Sanbao cave (Wang et al., 2008). The onset of GI-25 event in the NGRIP ice core on AICC2012 is recorded 2.7 ka earlier than the abrupt calcite δ18O decrease measured in NALPS (SCH7 speleothem). However, mainly constrained by a few orbital markers, such as δ18Oatm and air content associated with large uncertainties of 6 ka and 4 ka, respectively (Veres et al., 2013), the AICC2012 chronology remains imprecise during the glacial inception. Also, GI-25 has an equivocal Antarctic counterpart and an equivocal signature in the NGRIP CH4 record, questioning its bipolar structure and its spatial extent (Capron et al., 2012). As a result, no precise bipolar ice core synchronisation is available for this interval. Differences of several millennia are also observed in the timing of the NGRIP glacial inception between the AICC2012 and the GICC05modelext chronologies (see discussion in Veres et al., 2013) (Fig. 7; Table 2).

Recently Barker et al. (2011) have produced a chronology that results from the adjustment of the EDC3 chronology to the absolutely-dated Sanbao speleothems based on the assumption of simultaneous climatic changes in China and over Greenland for the last 400 ka (section 3). Based on a simple mathematical model assuming a thermal bipolar seesaw pattern between Antarctic and Greenland climates, and using the EDC ice δ18O on EDC3, these authors have produced a synthetic Greenland climate curve (GLT_syn, Fig. 7), which shows strong similarities with the Sanbao calcite δ18O over the last 400 ka. The age difference between the EDC3 chronology and the new Sanbao dates over the penultimate deglaciation is of about 0.7 ka but reaches up to 2 ka during the glacial inception. Also, the comparison between the NEEM ice δ18O and the GLT_syn curve reveals major differences in LIG climatic variability: the NEEM record suggests a relatively stable climate during the LIG, while the GLT_syn curve exhibits an early climatic overshoot. Although the age model of Barker et al. (2011), which provides an alternative chronology to EDC3 and AICC2012, has been
Fig. 7. From top to bottom: A. NGRIP ice δ¹⁸O (black, North Greenland Ice Core Project members, 2004) displayed on the GICC05modelext (grey) and AICC2012 (black) ice timescales, NEEM ice δ¹⁸O on the AICC2012 ice timescale (red) and on the EDML1 timescale (Ruth et al., 2007) which is by construction coherent with the EDC3 timescale (yellow) (NEEM community members, 2013), the Greenland synthetic curve (GLT_syn) (Barker et al., 2011) presented on the EDC3 timescale (light green) and on a timescale constrained by Sanbao speleothem ages (Barker et al., 2011). The Greenland Interstadial/Stadial (GI/GS) succession numbering follows Rasmussen et al. (2014). For higher clarity, we do not detail here the numbering of the sub-millennial scale climatic events (see Rasmussen et al., 2014 for details). B. NGRIP CH₄ concentration (purple, Capron et al., 2010; 2012) on the AICC2012 gas timescale. Arrows indicate the millennial scale CH₄ variations occurring during GS-26 and GI-25 making difficult to define a precise CH₄ tie point with Antarctic CH₄ records. C. Calcite δ¹⁸O from NALPS speleothems (orange, Boch et al., 2011). D. Calcite δ¹⁸O from Corchia cave (light green, Drysdale et al., 2009), (dark green, Drysdale et al., 2007). E. Sanbao cave δ¹⁸O record (black, Wang et al., 2008), (brown, Cheng et al., 2009). F. Vostok (green) and EDC (blue) CH₄ records on the AICC2012 gas timescale. G. EDC 3D (Jouzel et al., 2007) on the AICC2012 ice timescale (black, Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013) and the EDC3 ice timescale (blue, Parrenin et al., 2007) and Dome F ice δ¹⁸O on the DFO-2006 ice timescale (grey, Kawamura et al., 2007). Dates together with associated published error bars are indicated for the penultimate deglaciation and at the onset of GI-25 (when unambiguously identified). Potential future dating constraints are indicated in H: tephra layers radiometrically dated in the Mount Moulton (grey dot, Dunbar et al., 2008) and NGRIP (black dot, Davies et al., 2014) ice cores. The location of the Blake event is indicated as deduced from orbital dating in paleosols and loess record (shaded area, Zhu et al., 1994; Fang et al., 1997; Guyodo and Valet, 1999) and as ⁴⁰Ar/³⁹Ar dated in speleothems from Spain (diamonds, Osete et al., 2012). See Fig. 2 for site locations.
used as a reference chronology for aligning other archives (e.g. Margari et al., 2014), the GIgl-syn curve is no direct tracer for Greenland temperature and this caveat should limit the use of this signal and related time scale to very specific cases only.

4.3. Perspectives and recommendations

This overview of the tools available to define LIG chronologies in ice cores shows that ice and gas markers provide constraints on the LIG onset and demise, but not within the interglacial period. This feature remains a strong limitation to investigate climate variability within the LIG, which can be now explored at bi-decadal resolution from emerging high-resolution Antarctic records (e.g. Pol et al., 2014). Progress on the duration of the LIG is expected from the new perspective of layer counting over sections of deep ice through high resolution continuous flow analysis and impurity measurements (Svensson et al., 2011). Including event duration in probabilistic models used to develop coherent ice and gas timescales for multiple ice cores will also help to quantify the uncertainty attached to the LIG duration (Parrenin et al. 2015; Lemieux-Dudon et al., 2015). Differences between the Dome F orbital chronology and AICC2012 should be further investigated, especially through the integration of gas and ice age markers from Dome F into the Datice tool or into the recently developed and similar IceChrono framework (Parrenin et al. 2015).

The use of a few orbital markers only leads to an imprecise timing of the LIG demise and of the onset of the glacial millennial-scale climatic variability in ice cores, which could, in the future, benefit from the tephra layers from Mount Moulton (Antarctic) absolutely dated at 118.1 ± 1.3 ka and 104.9 ± 0.6 ka (Fig. 7) (Dunbar et al., 2008). Until recently, no well-dated tephra layers were available in Greenland ice cores over this time period. Four tephra layers have been recently identified in the NGRIP ice core between 100 and 110 ka (S. Davies, personal communication). Radiometric dating of these tephra layers is currently limited and they would need to be geochemically and unequivocally aligned to surface deposits to provide improved dating constraints. To this end, identification and determination of glass shards may provide additional robust results.

Future high resolution 10Be records should be helpful to better constraint accumulation rate changes over the LIG and enable the identification of the Blake and Post-Blake geomagnetic events occurring between 95 and 123 ka (e.g. Zhu et al., 1994; Fang et al., 1997; Guyodo and Valet, 1999) (see section 8 for details). Similarly to the identification of the Laschamp event (Raisbeck et al., 2007), the identification of the Blake and the Post-Blake events would strongly improve North-South ice core synchronisations and reduce age scale uncertainties.

Finally, the broadly used EDC3 and the new AICC2012 chronologies agree within their age uncertainties during the studied time period. However, because the integration of new glaciological constraints, age markers and stratigraphic links from five different ice cores in AICC2012 lowers down the LIG absolute age uncertainty (1σ) to about 1.8 ka (compared to more than 2 ka in EDC3) and uncertainties attached to the duration of events, we presently recommend using AICC2012 as the reference chronology for the Vostok, EDC, EDM1 and TALDICE ice core records over the 140–100 ka period. We also recommend using the AICC2012 chronology when investigating phasing issues between Greenland ice core records and Antarctic records included in AICC2012 to avoid introducing false offsets. However, there is not yet a strong basis to recommend the use of the AICC2012 chronology instead of the GIgICG05modelest time scale (Wolff et al., 2010) in studies based on Greenland ice core records only.

5. Chronologies in marine sediment cores

Marine sediments covering the LIG exhibit only few absolute age markers such as magnetic events and dated tephra layers. Hence, their chronologies are mainly derived from the synchronisation and climato-stratigraphic alignment of paleoclimate records. In this section, we evaluate the underlying hypotheses, limitations and age uncertainties of methods frequently used to develop chronologies for marine sediments over the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG (note that examples are given in section 7).

5.1. Tephrochronology

When present in archives, tephra horizons provide ideal stratigraphic markers to synchronise paleoclimate records and dating control points if the eruption is well dated (e.g. Lowe, 2011 for a recent review). However, the use of tephras as chronological markers still faces several drawbacks. Taphonomic issues such as the reworking, dissemination and dispersion of glass shards or crystals may lead to the formation of diachronous tephra surfaces, which jeopardize the use of tephrochronology (Lowe, 2011). Careful characterisation of tephras using multiple criteria is hence required to unequivocally identify their provenance (source volcano), match them to single eruptive events and synchronise them between remote sedimentary records (Lowe, 2011).

The compilation of 14 tephra horizons so far identified in the North Atlantic and Nordic Seas between 140 and 100 ka highlights their potential and limitations as stratigraphic markers in this region (Table S5). In particular, the 5e-Midt/RHY tephra horizon found at many sites from the Norwegian and Greenland Seas offers high potential for regional LIG alignments in the Nordic Seas (where oxygen isotopic alignment methods present severe limitations, section 5.2). Recently identified in one North Atlantic core (Davies et al., 2014), this horizon also constitutes a promising tie-point to help develop a common time frame between records from the North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas. Similarly, the 5e-Low/BAS-IV horizon is of specific interest to synchronise the beginning of the LIG in sites located north and south of the Icelandic ridge (e.g. Rasmussen et al., 2003b) and hence to check the spatial synchronicity of LIG climatic events in these regions. However, the diversity of tephra layers identified in single northern high-latitude sites (Table S5) (e.g. Brendryen et al., 2010; Abbott et al., 2013) highlights the local distribution of most LIG horizons and the difficulty of obtaining diagnostic geochemical fingerprinting of tephras (e.g. Lowe, 2011). Also, the present variety of climato-stratigraphic alignments and reference time scales used to define the relative ages that characterise most of these tephra horizons (Table S5), strongly limits their use as robust absolute age markers. Further work is hence required to widen the use of tephra-based correlations within the marine realm during the LIG (Davies et al., 2014).

5.2. Alignment to foraminifera oxygen isotope reference records

Alignments of δ18O records measured in monospecific benthic foraminifera tests to reference δ18O stacks (e.g. Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) have been widely used to derive age models for marine sediments. This alignment method assumes that benthic δ18O variations are synchronous around the world and at a first order reflect global ice volume changes (Shackleton, 1967) (or that the seawater temperature and δ18O components of benthic δ18O vary synchronously around the world, which is unlikely, see discussion below). Decreasing benthic δ18O values during the penultimate deglaciation and minimum δ18O values during the LIG are hence assumed to mainly reflect the sea level rise associated with ice-sheet melting during the penultimate deglaciation and the sea
water changes leading to asynchronous benthic 
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it is observed during the last deglaciation (Chappellaz et al., 1993; 
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uncertainties related to the assumption of non-linearity between ice 
sheet dynamics and insolation changes, as well as to the response 
time of ice sheets to orbital forcing, which may have changed in the 
past due to e.g. varying ice sheet geometry, contribute to the high 
dating uncertainties of 4 ka (1σ) reported during the penultimate 
deglaciation and the LIG (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). 
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uncertainty to be around 1.4 ka (1σ) during the deglaciation and the 

LIG (calculation given in Tables S6-7). However, the large age error 

related to the asynchronicity of benthic 

variations, which is estimated to be around 4 ka between the deep North Atlantic and North Pacific during the last deglaciation (Skinner and Shackleton, 

2005), and the large dating uncertainty of LR04 (4 ka, Lisiecki and 

Raymo, 2005) can lead to very large combined age uncertainties 

up to 6 ka during the deglaciation and the LIG.

Although widely applied, the alignment of benthic 

records presents two severe limitations. First, benthic 

is not only influenced by ice volume and global sea level but is also affected by 

local deep-water temperature and seawater 

changes. Conse-

quently, benthic 

variations do not occur at the same time and with the same amplitude around the globe. Diachronous benthic 

changes, in particular between the deep Pacific and the deep 

Atlantic, are observed during deglaciations in response to dia-

chronous deep-water temperatures and seawater 

changes across ocean basins and water-masses (e.g. North Atlantic Deep 

Water vs. Circumpolar Deep Water) (e.g. Skinner and Shackleton, 

2005; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2009; Waelbroeck et al., 2011). There-

fore, while the alignment of benthic 

is a suitable method for sites that presently lie in the same water mass and have 

experienced synchronous past deep-water changes, it induces age 

errors of several thousand years across deglaciations for sites 

located in different water-masses (e.g. Waelbroeck et al., 2011) (see 

examples in Section 7.1). The alignment of planktonic foraminifera 

records to reference 

stacks is sometimes used in sedi-

ment cores where benthic foraminifera 
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uous or not available (e.g. Bianchi and Gersonde, 2002; de Vernal 

and Hillaire-Marcel, 2008). Because planktonic 
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The second limitation of foraminifera 

alignment concerns sites from high northern latitudes (e.g. the Nordic Seas, the 

Labrador Sea), where both benthic and planktonic isotopic records 

are affected by highly depleted 

values during the penultimate 
deglaciation (e.g. Seidenkrantz, 1993; Rasmussen et al., 2003a; 

Risebrobakken et al., 2006). The reason for such light foraminifera 

anomalies during deglaciations is still not clear and may 

involve marine brine formation, meltwater bursts and other pro-

cesses connected with seawater densification (e.g. Seidenkrantz, 

1993; Dokken and Jansen, 1999; Bauch and Bauch, 2001). Regard-

less of the mechanisms involved, these negative 

anomalies during the penultimate deglaciation make the beginning of the LIG 

very difficult to identify in sediment cores from the Nordic Seas and the 

Labrador Sea. Therefore, simple foraminifera 

alignment, without other complementary information on SST and seawater 

changes, is not an accurate method to derive LIG age models for high northern latitude marine sediment sites. Additional 

chronological constraints (e.g. tephra layers, section 5.1) are sometimes 

available (Rasmussen et al., 2003b).
gradual boreal warming. Therefore, as long as no direct Greenland temperature record is available, the alignment of SST records to ice cores will lead to uncertain chronologies at the beginning of the deglaciation before the abrupt CH4 increase dated at 129 ka on AICC2012 (Tables S6–7).

Age uncertainties associated with the alignment of SST to ice core records include (1) the alignment uncertainty that depends on the resolution of SST and ice core records, (2) the age uncertainty related to the possibility of diachronous surface water and surface air temperature changes over wide geographical areas and (3) the dating uncertainty of the ice core chronology used as a reference. In the alignment of North Atlantic and Southern Ocean SST records to ice core records (see examples in section 7.1), we estimate age uncertainties during the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG ranging between 0.6 and 1.7 ka (1σ) relatively to the AICC2012 chronology and between 1.6 and 3.3 ka (1σ) when including the AICC2012 age uncertainty (see details of calculations in Tables S6–7). Defined tie-points are more robust during periods of rapid and large temperature changes, such as at the onset of the LIG (~129 ka) and demise of the LIG characterised by bipolar millennial-scale variability (112–105 ka) than during the deglaciation (140–130 ka). However, a caveat of this approach is that the geographical extension of high-latitude regions and the time scales over which SST and air temperature changes are synchronous remain so far uninvestigated. Our reported uncertainties may therefore be minimal estimates.

Temperature alignment of marine records to ice cores is a useful alignment method for high-latitude sites (above 40°–45°, Capron et al., 2014), but underlying hypotheses and limitations must be kept in mind. Future transient simulations performed with coupled climate models including climate – ice sheet feedbacks may produce specific regional patterns of change and help to identify high-latitude regions of synchronous SST and air temperature variations. This alignment method is also totally dependent on the accuracy of ice core chronologies (section 4). Hence, it may be better suited for investigations of changes in the oceanic vs. atmospheric circulations than for discussions on global-scale climate changes, as it is probably the case for any alignment performed between archives with relative chronologies only.

5.4. Alignment of marine records to speleothems

Well-dated and high-resolution speleothem records covering the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG (section 3) stimulated attempts to derive age models of marine sediments from various regions by alignment to speleothems (e.g., Bar-Matthews et al., 2003; Drysdale et al., 2009). We detail here the strengths and limitations of such attempts by using the example of the alignment of SST records from the western Mediterranean Sea and Portuguese margin to the calcite δ18O record of Corchia speleothems from NW Italy (Drysdale et al., 2009). This method relies on two assumptions: (1) variations in the strength of the North Atlantic meridional overturning circulation induce synchronous changes in regional SST, air temperature, evaporation and moisture advection to the Italian peninsula, and therefore Italian rainfall, and (2) the amount of rainfall reaching Corchia cave is the dominant driver of the calcite δ18O signal (Drysdale et al., 2009). The millennial- and orbital-scale variability of Corchia δ18O supports such connections between the North Atlantic climate and NW Italian rainfall, despite the complex climatic interpretation of speleothem δ18O (section 3). Moreover, independent analyses (e.g., growth rate, trace elements) converge to relate Corchia δ18O variability to rainfall amount changes (Drysdale et al., 2009).

Related age uncertainties include (1) the alignment uncertainty that depends on the resolution of SST and speleothem records, (2) the age uncertainty related to the interpretation of speleothem tracers and our understanding of factors controlling them and (3) the absolute dating uncertainty of speleothem chronologies. Radiometric U–Th dating of speleothem is characterised by relatively low dating errors (typically around 1 ka, 1σ, section 3) during the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG, leading to relatively reduced age uncertainties ranging between 0.7 and 1.8 ka (1σ) in aligned marine sediments (see details of calculation in Table S6). A caveat of this approach is that the synchronicity of marine and speleothem records cannot be tested using the same speleothem records for the last deglaciation and the current interglacial period, because available European speleothem records cover relatively short time intervals of few thousands to ten thousands of years. Our reported uncertainties (Table S6) may therefore be minimal estimates.

As a result, speleothems may provide alternative chronological methods to marine sediments from tropical and mid-latitude regions, in particular, although thorough investigations of climatic factors controlling aligned records (e.g., moisture availability) and of dynamical processes connecting them (e.g., atmospheric moisture transport) are required.

5.5. Recommendations and perspectives

Existing synchronisation and alignment methods used to define chronologies in marine sediments all present strengths and limitations summarized in Table 3. Relying on very specific assumptions that require careful examination, each method is often limited to specific regions (Table 3). The commonly used alignment of benthic δ18O records is a suitable alignment method only for sites that lie within the same water-mass and have experienced synchronous past deep-water changes. The SST alignment to ice core records primarily provides reliable chronologies for high-latitude sites from the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean. The high dating accuracy of speleothems makes them ideal alignment targets to derive age models in marine sediments in their vicinity (i.e. mostly in tropical and mid-latitude regions where speleothem records are available), provided that climate drivers of speleothem tracers are well understood and their phasing with their marine counterpart is known. More recent and well-dated (radiocarbon-dated or layer-counted) material could be particularly useful to test the hypotheses of climatic synchronicity between aligned archives.

Efforts in the diagnostic characterisation, extensive mapping and radiometric dating of tephra horizons, in particular in the North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas (Davies et al., 2014) could bring crucial age control points within the LIG (Table S5) and help improve equivocal LIG chronologies from the Nordic Seas (e.g., Capron et al., 2014). Paleointensity reference stacks with a good temporal resolution will be required to intensify the use of paleointensity records as synchronization tools in LIG marine sediments, whereas cosmogenic isotope production could provide a viable synchronization technique between sediment and ice core records (section 8). Finally, absolute age markers provided by well-dated tephra horizons or improved understanding and dating of the Blake event (section 8) would constitute invaluable information to anchor the mostly floating LIG chronologies of marine sediments, as well as relate Greenland ice and North Atlantic sediment records to test hypotheses of climatic synchronicity.

6. Chronologies applied to pollen records

6.1. Marine pollen records

Linking land and sea records directly through joint pollen and marine-proxy analyses in the same deep-sea sequence allows an in
situ assessment of phase relationships between marine and terrestrial sequences. This has provided the first direct evidence for the correspondence between marine and terrestrial stages, including LIG records from the North American and European seaboards and beyond (e.g. Heusser and Shackleton, 1979; Turon, 1984).

More recently deep-sea coring sites have been specifically selected in order to undertake marine-terrestrial comparisons, with the Portuguese margin a prominent example of such an approach. Comparison of modern marine and terrestrial samples along western Iberia has shown that the marine pollen assemblages provide an integrated picture of the regional vegetation of the adjacent continent (Naughton et al., 2007). Work from core MD95–2042 has led to a re-evaluation of the timing and duration of LIG conditions in southern Europe and its relation to marine isotope stage boundaries and paleoceanographic changes (Shackleton et al., 2002, 2003). Marine-pollen records from NW Iberia and the Bay of Biscay (Sánchez Goni et al., 2005, 2008) have permitted comparisons with the “classic” French terrestrial sequences of Grande Pile (Woillard, 1978) and Ribains (de Beaulieu and Reille, 1992). Marine-pollen studies from the western Mediterranean Sea have also highlighted the sensitivity of Mediterranean vegetation to North Atlantic climate variability (e.g. Combournieu Nebout et al., 1999, 2009).

Marine pollen records share the same chronology and associated uncertainties developed for paleoceanographic tracers from the same sediment sequence (section 5). While relative leads and lags between vegetation and ocean changes can be directly determined in the depth domain, estimates of their temporal offsets depend on the resolution of the record, the variations in sedimentation rate within the archive, pollen transport and reworking and the quality of the age control. Best practice would entail that pollen and marine tracer analyses are undertaken from the same sediment depths to ensure direct assessment of phase relationships and identical chronological uncertainties. In the future, marine-pollen records could also be used to refine chronologies of marine sediments in specific regions. For example, on the premise that moisture availability in southern Europe exerts a dominant control over both the composition of vegetation and the isotopic signature of speleothems, one could consider aligning e.g. the percentage of temperate tree pollen recorded in sediments from the Portuguese margin to Corchia speleothem $\delta^{18}O$. Investigations with high-resolution records would, however, be required to check the underlying climatic hypotheses before routinely applying such alignment methods during the LIG.

6.2. Terrestrial pollen records

A significant body of palynological evidence has provided insights into the character of vegetation changes in Europe over the LIG. However, a persistent handicap has been the lack of precise absolute timescales. While paleomagnetic evidence and U-series dates on peat and lake sediments have been used to provide a broad chronostratigraphical context, i.e. assignment to the right chronostratigraphic stage (e.g. Heijnis, 1992; Frogley et al., 1999), they are not sufficiently precise to allow long-distance correlations, let alone a detailed assessment of phase relationships between different types of climatic archives. Sediment sequences with annual laminations have provided floating chronologies and estimates for the duration of pollen zones (e.g. Müller, 1974), but in the absence of independent chronological markers, long-distance alignments and absolute ages have remained problematic over the LIG. An exceptional situation occurs in the partly annually-laminated Lago Grande di Monticchio (LgdM) sequence from southern Italy, where a varve and extrapolated sediment accumulation chronology spanning the last 132 ka has been developed (Brauer et al., 2007; Allen and Huntley, 2009). The LIG interval (109.5–127.2 ka) is entirely laminated, providing a duration of 17.7 ka. While the absolute LgdM ages may be subject to errors compounded along the length of the sequence, a tephrachronological marker supported the estimated absolute LIG chronology and suggested a small overall uncertainty on the order of 1.3–1.6 ka (Brauer et al., 2007).

Unfortunately, annual laminations are not preserved in most sediment sequences, and therefore alternative approaches to developing terrestrial chronologies need to be explored. They include (1) direct pollen-orbital tuning, using recurrent patterns of vegetation change associated with climate conditions linked to specific orbital configurations (Magri and Tzedakis, 2000; Tzedakis et al., 2003); (2) alignment to speleothem records, on the basis that changes in moisture availability would affect synchronously vegetation composition and speleothem $\delta^{18}O$ signatures; (3) alignment to pollen records with independent chronologies (e.g. based on annual laminations); (4) alignment to pollen records from marine sediment cores. The underlying hypothesis in alignment approaches (2), (3) and (4) is that in records lying within the same climate province, isotopic and vegetation changes would be sufficiently time-parallel to permit the linking of records (similar to the idea that benthic $\delta^{18}O$ alignment should be restricted to sites that lie in the same water mass, section 5.2). These alignment methods are compared and discussed in section 7.3 using an example from southern Europe.

By comparison to southern Europe, a chronological framework for areas north of the Alps has been more difficult to develop. Within the classic Eemian region of NW Europe, pollen diagrams show strikingly similar vegetation successions, with some vegetation events considered sufficiently time-parallel to allow alignment (e.g. Zagwijn, 1996). Despite a large number of annually-laminated LIG records, the absence of independent chronological markers and of marine pollen records means that it has been difficult to anchor the floating chronologies. Estimates for the duration of the LIG in northern Germany (>50°N) suggest a duration of ~11 ka (e.g. Müller, 1974). This implies a shorter duration by 5–6 ka compared to southern Europe. However, it is unclear whether this is a result of an early LIG demise, or a delayed LIG onset, or a combination of the two (Tzedakis, 2003; Müller and Kukla, 2004), which complicates alignments with southern European records. For the geographical area in between (45°–50°N), it has been assumed that the LIG onset and demise have been broadly synchronous with southern Europe (Tzedakis, 2003; Müller and Kukla, 2004), and this is supported by results from a marine pollen record from the Bay of Biscay (Sánchez Goni et al., 2005, 2008). Over large distances (i.e. southern-to-central-to-northern Europe), however, interglacial zone boundaries, representing vegetation turnover events, are not expected to be synchronous, given time-transgressive spread of populations from glacial refugia and differences in local climatic character, and therefore cannot be used for more intensive alignment schemes.

6.3. Recommendations and perspectives

Beyond the radiocarbon range, lake and peat sequences are some of the most chronologically-challenged archives. In particular, the observation of different LIG durations between Northern and Southern European sequences calls for caution when performing alignments for terrestrial records and a careful check of underlying climatic assumptions. However, the sheer volume of LIG pollen data and ultimately the need to reconstruct terrestrial environments require the development of sufficiently precise chronologies so that
vegetation changes can be incorporated within the framework of atmospheric and ocean changes.

Emerging from this review are the advantages accruing from undertaking joint pollen and marine-proxy analyses in carefully selected deep-sea cores, thereby bypassing alignment uncertainties. A latitudinal transect of marine pollen records along continental margins would in principle help to address current uncertainties over the duration of forested phases at different latitudes (although not all continental margins are equally-suited to such an approach). Terrestrial pollen records could then be aligned with their marine counterparts to provide a chronostratigraphic matrix of marine-terrestrial events. Given their small absolute dating errors, speleothem records also represent prime alignment targets, provided that a case can be made that regional precipitation or temperature changes would affect synchronously vegetation composition and speleothem δ18O signatures. Other approaches, such as the construction of a regional tephrachronological lattice (Lowe, 2011), are therefore needed to improve the link between these records and assess the relative phasing of intra-interglacial vegetation events over large distances. Also, synchronization could be tested between crypto tephras identified in non-varved terrestrial sequences from the Mediterranean region and those recently identified in the well-dated sequence from Lago Grande di Monticchio (Wulf et al., 2012).

7. Strengths and limitations of climato-stratigraphic alignments: illustrations

In this section, we illustrate the strengths and limitations of climato-stratigraphic alignments by comparing commonly used alignment methods that we applied in two marine sediment cores and one continental pollen sequence.

7.1. Benthic δ18O vs. temperature proxy alignments in two high-latitude cores

We compare here the chronologies obtained (1) via benthic δ18O alignment to the LR04 stack (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) (section 5.2) and (2) via SST alignment to ice cores (section 5.3) for two high-latitude sediment cores (Fig. 8): the North Atlantic core MD95-2042 (3142 m water-depth) from the Portuguese margin (Shackleton et al., 2002, 2003) and the Southern Ocean core MD02-2488 (3420 m water-depth) from the South Indian Ridge (Govin et al., 2009, 2012). These sites presently lie in different water-masses, North Atlantic Deep Water and Circumpolar Deep Water, respectively. For both cores, combined age uncertainties (i.e. including the dating uncertainty of reference time scales) are around 4.3 ka (1σ) for benthic δ18O alignment, whereas they range between 1.6 and 3.3 ka (1σ) for SST alignment to ice cores (see calculations in Tables S6–7).

Fig. 8. Comparison of benthic foraminifera δ18O alignment (left) and SST alignment (right) used to derive age models in two cores, one from the North Atlantic (MD95-2042, 3142 m) and one from the Southern Ocean (MD02-2488, 3420 m). A. MD95-2042 planktonic foraminifera (G. bulloides) δ18O record (green line) (Shackleton et al., 2003) with relative non-parametric 1σ (dark green shading) and 2σ (light green shading) confidence intervals, in comparison to NGRIP ice δ18O record (black line) (North Greenland Ice Core Project members, 2004), NEEM ice δ18O record (dotted black line) (NEEM community members, 2013) and EDC CH4 record (grey line) (Loulougergue et al., 2008). B. MD02-2488 Sea Surface Temperature (SST) record (blue line) (Govin et al., 2012) with relative non-parametric 1σ (dark blue shading) and 2σ (light blue shading) confidence intervals, in comparison to EDC ice ΔδD record (grey line) (Jouzel et al., 2007). C. All ice core records are presented on the AICC2012 time scale (Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013). Benthic foraminifera δ18O records from cores MD95-2042 (green line) (Shackleton et al., 2003) and MD02-2488 (Govin et al., 2012) (blue line) with corresponding relative non-parametric 1σ (dark shading) and 2σ (light shading) confidence intervals, in comparison to the LR04 reference stack (brown line) (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). Filled green circles and open blue diamonds in panels C (left) and A-B (right) mark tie-points used to define age models of cores MD95-2042 and MD02-2488, respectively. Associated 1σ age errors (Tables S6–7) are shown in blue/green for relative alignment age errors and in black for combined age uncertainties (i.e. including LR04 and AICC2012 dating errors). Confidence intervals (shading) were estimated from 1000 repetitions of age model constructions based on the defined tie-points and associated relative age uncertainties (same procedure as in Capron et al., 2014). See Fig. 2 for site locations.
Table 3
Summary of methods used to derive chronologies in marine sediments across the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Age uncertainties</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Limitations/difficulties</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synchronisation of tephra horizons</td>
<td>Correct identification of the same tephra in different archives</td>
<td>Absolute dating error (if available) \nSynchronisation error</td>
<td>Accurate synchronisation \nSeveral tephra horizons identified during the LIG \nAbsolute dating control sometimes possible</td>
<td>Taphonomic issues (reworking, dissemination, dispersion of shards) \nUnequivocal identification of source volcano and eruptive event via diagnostic fingerprinting</td>
<td>High potential of synchronisation between the North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas: additional work required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronisation of the Blake and Post-Blake geomagnetic excursions and of relative paleointensity records</td>
<td>Global signal</td>
<td>Potential to synchronise paleointensity to cosmogenic isotopic records from ice cores</td>
<td>Large dating uncertainty of the Blake and Post-Blake geomagnetic excursions (Table 4) \nUncertainties associated with the magnetization acquisition process</td>
<td>Methods suitable for local to global synchronisation when sediments pass criteria of paleomagnetic reliability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benthic foraminifera $\delta^{18}O$ alignment</td>
<td>In-phase benthic $\delta^{18}O$ variations</td>
<td>Alignment error (e.g. resolution, matching) \nUncertainty related to the hypothesis (e.g. possibility of diachronous benthic $\delta^{18}O$ changes or diachronous high-latitude temperature changes) \nDating uncertainty of the reference</td>
<td>Common tracer: many available records</td>
<td>Diachronous deep-water temperature and $\delta^{18}O$ changes across water-masses \nNegative $\delta^{18}O$ anomalies in the Nordic Seas and Labrador Sea during Termination II</td>
<td>Method suitable between sites located within the same water-mass (e.g. NADW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SST alignment to ice cores</td>
<td>In-phase high-latitude sea surface and air temperature changes</td>
<td>High-resolution ice core records for the last 800 ka</td>
<td>Restricted to high latitudes \nPrecise geographical extension of synchronous temperature changes? \nSensitive to uncertainties in SST reconstruction methods (e.g. seasonality, living depth, transport)</td>
<td>Method suitable for North Atlantic and Southern Ocean sites (latitudes higher than 40–45°)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine alignment to speleothems</td>
<td>In-phase regional changes in marine (e.g. SST, salinity, pollen) and continental (e.g. rainfall amount) tracers</td>
<td>High dating accuracy \nVery high-resolution speleothem records</td>
<td>Mostly applicable in tropical and mid-latitude regions (where speleothem records are available) \nSpeleothem records sometimes discontinuous \Climatic drivers of speleothem tracers (moisture availability?)</td>
<td>Method suitable for sites (mostly from tropical and mid-latitude regions) located close to well-dated speleothems with well-understood tracers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When benthic δ18O records of both cores are aligned to the LR04 stack, the rapid deglacial North Atlantic warming recorded by *G. bulloides* δ18O (at ~125 ka) occurs ~3–4 ka after the NH high-latitude warming indicated by the CH4 increase (at 129 ka, Fig. 8). This feature disagrees with synchronous North Atlantic and northern high-latitude warming observed over the last 90 ka, and in particular during the last deglaciation (e.g. Bond et al., 1993). This alignment also affects the north-south sequence of events. In this case, the establishment of warm interglacial North Atlantic conditions lags by ~6 ka the beginning of Southern Ocean peak warmth (Fig. 8), which greatly exceeds the lag of ~1.5 ka estimated from Greenland and Antarctic records (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010a).

Finally, in the case of benthic δ18O alignment, North Atlantic and Southern Ocean temperature variations occur almost in phase between 113 and 100 ka (Fig. 8), in contrast with the typical bipolar seesaw pattern observed during glacial millennial-scale events (EPICA Community members, 2006). In contrast, when SST tracers are aligned to ice core records, temperature variations are by definition in phase between Greenland (Antarctic) and North Atlantic (Southern Ocean) records (Fig. 8). By construction, the establishment of peak interglacial North Atlantic conditions also lags by ~2 ka only the beginning of Southern Ocean peak warmth, in agreement with ice core records (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010a).

Finally, when using the chronology derived through SST alignment to the ice core records, the North Atlantic benthic δ18O decrease during the penultimate deglaciation precedes by ~3 ± 1 ka the one recorded in the Southern Ocean core (Fig. 8) (Govin et al., 2012), in agreement with observations of other deglaciations (e.g. Skinner and Shackleton, 2005; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2009; Waelbroeck et al., 2011).

Altogether, chronologies obtained via SST alignment to ice cores exhibit lower combined age uncertainties and better reproduce known high-latitude climate features of the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG than benthic δ18O alignments to LR04 stack. They are, therefore, more appropriate to compare the ocean evolution from northern and southern high latitudes at the onset and demise of the LIG, although they fully rely on the accuracy of ice core chronologies. Chronologies derived from benthic δ18O alignments to LR04 are characterised by very high age uncertainties (up to 6 ka, section 5.2), which make them unsuitable to compare millennial-scale variability from northern and southern high latitudes during the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG.

### 7.2. Caution on the choice of tracers used in climato-stratigraphic alignments

Various types of proxies have so far been used in climato-stratigraphic alignments. For example, planktonic foraminifera δ18O or SST records have been both used as tracers for surface-water conditions in alignments of marine sediments with speleothem δ18O records (e.g. Bar-Matthews et al., 2003; Drysdale et al., 2009; Govin et al., 2012), although these proxies are not controlled by the same climatic parameters. While planktonic foraminifera δ18O records are influenced by global and local seawater δ18O in addition to local SST (e.g. Duplessy et al., 1991), SST reconstructions remain associated with relatively large uncertainties related to e.g. the seasonality and living depth of foraminifera (e.g. Jonkers et al., 2013; Sagawa et al., 2013) or the seasonality and transport of alkenones (e.g. Sierc et al., 2005; Rosell-Melé and Prabh, 2013). To illustrate the consequences of the use of one or another aligned proxy on chronologies defined in climato-stratigraphic alignments, we tested here two temperature alignments of the North Atlantic core MD95-2042 using either (1) the alkenone-derived temperature (Uk37-SST) or (2) planktonic foraminifera δ18O record as SST tracers. Note that the planktonic *G. bulloides* δ18O record from core MD95-2042 is thought to largely reflect local SST changes at this site (Shackleton et al., 2000). The test was performed for alignments to both speleothem and ice core records (Fig. 9).

For this particular environmental setting on the Iberian margin, UK37-SST vs. planktonic δ18O alignment methods reveal similar ages (within age errors) during the last LIG and the glacial inception, but large age differences (up to 5 ka) during the penultimate deglaciation and to a lesser extent (1–2 ka) during the early LIG (Fig. 9). UK37-SST alignments lead to very early deglacial changes in comparison to planktonic δ18O alignments (Fig. 9). Despite small differences in the resolution of records, age differences between UK37-SST and planktonic δ18O alignments mainly derive from the difficulty to identify the beginning of the deglaciation in the UK37-SST record, i.e. the time when surface waters start to warm up (e.g. dated at 136 or 131 ka in the planktonic δ18O alignment to ice cores, Fig. 9). In particular, the speleothem UK37-SST alignment is very similar to the chronology published by Drysdale et al. (2009), with an early deglacial decrease in benthic δ18O starting at ~141 ka and ending at ~132 ka (Fig. 9). Large benthic δ18O offsets up to 7 ka at the beginning of the penultimate deglaciation are observed between UK37-SST alignments and the LR04 δ18O stack (Fig. 9). Despite the large dating uncertainty of the LR04 stack (section 5.2), such large benthic δ18O offsets seem to be difficult to reconcile with δ18O offsets observed within the North Atlantic during the penultimate deglaciation (e.g. Lisiecki and Raymo, 2009) and our understanding of processes controlling benthic δ18O. Although it is not possible to assess which of these alignments produce the most robust chronologies due to the absence of well-dated markers, this example from the Iberian margin shows that the use of different SST tracers (e.g. alkenone-derived SST vs. planktonic foraminifera δ18O) can lead to very high age differences, especially at the onset of the penultimate deglaciation.

Recent studies show that different SST trends globally exist over the LIG depending on the method of SST reconstructions (e.g. Leduc et al., 2010; Jiménez-Amat and Zahn, 2015). They highlight that the chronologies of marine sediments from any region (especially when they are derived from different alignment methods and various tracers) should be considered with care throughout the LIG, in particular when investigating sequences of climatic events. Such considerations are not restricted to marine sediments and concern all types of climato-stratigraphic alignments, as for example further illustrated by uncertainties related to the interpretation of speleothem tracers (section 3.2, Table 1).

### 7.3. Comparison of different alignment targets

We estimate here to which extent the use of different alignment targets leads to different LIG chronologies, by using two examples, one from a marine sediment core and one from a continental pollen sequence.

In the first example, we compare four chronologies obtained in core MD95-2042 from the Portuguese margin by aligning the planktonic δ18O record to four different targets. The MD95–2042 *G. bulloides* δ18O record is aligned: (1) to ice core records on AICC2012 (Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013), (2) to Corchia speleothem records (Drysdale et al., 2007, 2009) and to the CL360 syn curve, used itself on either of the (3) ED3C or (4) Chinese speleothem time scales (Barker et al., 2011). Note that we included here the CL360 syn curve for the sake of completeness of the exercise. However, this signal is not a direct tracer for Greenland temperature and relies on additional climatic hypotheses and calculations (see discussion in section 4.2). Hence, we do not recommend the use of the CL360 syn curve as a target in climato-stratigraphic alignments. For comparison, we also include in this exercise the original MD95–2042 time
scale defined by aligning benthic δ¹⁸O changes to radiometrically dated sea level changes (Shackleton et al., 2003) and the chronology derived from the benthic δ¹⁸O alignment (section 7.1) to the LR04 stack (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). However, both latter alignments present severe limitations. The original MD95-2042 chronology is limited by the fact that (1) benthic δ¹⁸O changes do not simply reflect sea level variations (e.g. Waelbroeck et al., 2008) and that (2) the local sea level data used by Shackleton et al. (2003) have not been corrected for glacio-isostatic processes (Dutton and Lambeck, 2012) and do not reflect global sea level changes. In contrast, the alignment to the LR04 stack ignores the possibility of diachronous benthic δ¹⁸O changes across water-masses (see discussion in sections 5.2 and 7.1). Therefore, age uncertainties provided for these two alignments are likely underestimated.

Combined 1σ age uncertainties, which arise from resolution, alignment errors and absolute dating uncertainties of reference records, range between (1) 1.6 and 3.3 ka for alignment to AICC2012, (2) 0.7 and 1.8 ka for alignment to Corchia, (3) 1.6 and 3.4 ka for alignment to LR04 on EDC3 time scale, (4) 1.4 and 2.2 ka for alignment to Gl₁₅ syn on the Chinese speleothem time scale (Table S6). In contrast, age uncertainties reach ~4.2 ka for the benthic δ¹⁸O alignment to LR04 (Table S6). Combined errors for all planktonic δ¹⁸O alignments are higher during the penultimate deglaciation than during the glacial inception (Fig. 10), due to (1) uncertainties on the onset and evolution of North Atlantic deglacial warming that make graphical matching uncertain and (2) high dating errors of reference records prior to 130 ka, in particular for ice core chronologies (Table S6).

In the second example, we compare the LIG age models obtained in the continental sequence of Ioannina from NW Greece (Tzedakis et al., 2003) using five different alignment targets for the loamnna 284 pollen record (Fig. 11): (1) direct pollen-orbital tuning based on the hypothesis that tree population minima occurred during cold and dry periods at times of March perihelion and that interglacial expansion of Mediterranean vegetation took place during periods of maximum summer temperature and evaporation regimes at times of June perihelion, in line with sapropel events (see details in Magri and Tzedakis, 2000 and Tzedakis et al., 2003),
Fig. 10. Comparison of four alignments applied to the North Atlantic core MD95-2042 using its planktonic foraminifera δ¹⁸O record: to ice core records on AICC2012 (Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013) (green), to Corchia speleothem records (Drysdale et al., 2007, 2009) (orange, alignment similar to Drysdale et al., 2009) and to the Greenland synthetic curve (GL₆_syn) (Barker et al., 2011) presented on the EDC3 (blue) or speleothem (pink) time scale. The alignment of MD95-2042 benthic δ¹⁸O to the LR04 stack (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) (grey dashed line) and the original chronology defined by Shackleton et al. (2003) (black dotted line) are also shown (see section 7.3 for their respective limitations). A. Ice core records: NGRIP δ¹⁸O record (North Greenland Ice Core Project members, 2004) (thick line), NEEM δ¹⁸O record (NEEM community members, 2013) (dashed line), and EDC CH₄ record (Loulergue et al., 2008) (grey line), presented on AICC2012 (Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013). B. Greenland ice δ¹⁸O synthetic record (GL₆_syn) shown on the EDC3 (blue) or speleothem (black) time scales (Barker et al., 2011). C. Calcite δ¹⁸O records from Corchia speleothems: CC5 (black), CC1 (light grey) and CC7 (dark grey) data from Drysdale et al. (2009), and CC28 (black) data from Drysdale et al. (2007). D-F. MD95-2042 records (Shackleton et al., 2002): SST in D, planktonic foraminifera (G. bulloides) δ¹⁸O in E and benthic foraminifera δ¹⁸O in F. G. Tie-points defined for each alignment method (same colour code). For all alignment methods, error bars are 1σ age uncertainties, which include relative matching errors and the absolute dating uncertainty of reference records. For the original time scale defined by Shackleton et al. (2003) (black), error bars represent radiometric age errors of coral dating and do not include the uncertainty related to the fact that benthic δ¹⁸O does not solely reflect sea level changes. Horizontal bars between panels C and D show the spread in ages of events between the different planktonic δ¹⁸O alignment methods (the benthic δ¹⁸O alignment to the LR04 stack and the original time scale defined by Shackleton et al. (2003) are excluded here). See Fig. 2 for site locations.
alignment to the pollen record from LGdM (Allen and Huntley, 2009) and alignment to the pollen record from core MD95-2042 (Shackleton et al., 2002, 2003) on (4) the GLT_syn speleothem chronology (Barker et al., 2011) and (5) the AICC2012 chronology (Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013). Combined uncertainties are around 2–2.3 ka for orbital tuning, 1.3–1.7 ka for alignment to Corchia, 1.5–1.7 ka to LGdM, 1.5–1.9 ka for alignment to MD95-2042 on the GLT_syn speleothem time scale and 1.8–2.6 ka for alignment to MD95-2042 on the AICC2012 chronology, respectively.

Both alignment exercises reveal that most of age control points are concentrated during the penultimate deglaciation and the last glacial inception, with poor temporal control within the LIG interval, regardless of the alignment method (Figs. 10 and 11). This is due to the globally limited temporal resolution of records and the absence of marked climate variations during this interval.

For both exercises, there is also convergence on the timing of the onset of the LIG acme (~128–129 ka in the marine core and ~128 ka in the continental sequence) with most chronologies within 0.7 ka of each other (Figs. 10 and 11). This timing agrees with the onset of the LIG dated at 127.2 ± 1.6 ka in the annually laminated record from LGdM (Brauer et al., 2007). Spread of ages is larger during the penultimate deglaciation and reach up to 1.5 ka in the marine core and 4 ka in the continental sequence. These results reflect (1) the good agreement between the AICC2012, EDC3 ice core and Chinese and European speleothem chronologies during the deglaciation (Bazin et al., 2013) (section 4) and (2) increased alignment uncertainties during the penultimate glacial section of records (e.g. section 7.2). In contrast, there is wider spread of ages during the glacial inception. Age differences reach 3.8 ka at the onset of warm GI-25 and 4 ka at the onset of GI-24 in the marine core, and 3.4 ka at the onset of cold GS-25 in the pollen sequence. These offsets are higher than our estimated age uncertainties (below 1.8 ka, Table S6) and arise from the known divergence between ice core and speleothem chronologies at that time (section 4). In comparison, ages derived in the marine core from the benthic δ18O alignment to LR04 and the original MD95-2042 chronology (Shackleton et al., 2003) mostly fall within the range of ages defined from planktonic alignments (Fig. 10). However, a systematic offset emerges during the deglaciation, where ages in the benthic alignments are up to 3 ka younger than in planktonic alignments (although such age differences remain within the large uncertainties of the LR04 chronology).

Therefore, this exercise illustrates the importance of reporting precisely the alignment method for a given studied site. Indeed, in this particular case, the different methodologies produce age differences up to 4 ka across the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG. This result calls for caution when comparing LIG marine (and/or continental) records using various alignment targets or different reference time scales. These uncertainties can indeed strongly affect the estimation of LIG temperature trends and the comparison between marine records and climate simulations (Bakker and Renssen, 2014).

7.4. Recommendations and perspectives

Detailed investigations based on archives with few or no absolute dating markers require careful selection of the climatoostratigraphic alignment method to be applied, depending on the paleoclimatic objectives. For example in marine sediments, benthic δ18O alignment to reference records is unsuitable to investigate millennial-scale variability and sequences of events between the northern and southern high latitudes during the penultimate deglaciation and the LIG. In addition, our examples highlight decreased age uncertainties in the case of direct alignments to absolutely dated records (e.g. alignments to speleothems), if compared to alignments between archives with relative chronologies only (e.g. relative alignments to marine sediment or ice cores). Regardless of the alignment method, our examples also show a lack of reliable markers within the LIG interval, which limits investigations of submillennial-scale climate variability during peak interglacial times.

Finally, our exercise comparing alignment methods across the LIG for specific examples shows age differences up to 4 ka when different reference chronologies (e.g. ice cores vs. speleothems) or different types of aligned records (e.g. Uk37-SST vs. planktonic foraminifera δ18O) are used. It is, therefore, fundamental, in comparisons of paleoclimatic records from different sites and model-data comparisons, to carefully examine the alignment method applied (is the underlying hypothesis verified? which tracers are aligned?) and assess the coherence of the different chronologies used, which both contribute to increase age uncertainties. It is also
essential in future studies to carefully estimate relative and absolute age uncertainties and integrate these uncertainties in paleoclimatic interpretations.

8. Future potential of magnetic stratigraphy

The Geomagnetic Polarity Time Scale (GPTS) (Cande and Kent, 1995; Ogg, 2012) represents the stratigraphic backbone on which the geologic timescale for the last ~150 Ma is based (see Opdyke and Channell, 1996 for a thorough review). Magnetic reversals are recorded in many types of geologic materials and their global synchronicity (on geologic time scales) and climatic independence make them a powerful stratigraphic tool for Quaternary sediment, ice core and speleothem records. However, the most recent polarity reversal, the Brunhes/Matuyama boundary, is dated at 0.781 Ma (Ogg, 2012), which renders the GPTS of no use for younger sequences such as those from the LIG. On the other hand, changes in geomagnetic field strength known as paleointensity, short duration changes in the position of the Geomagnetic Pole (~40° from axis of rotation, Barbetti and McElhinny (1972)) known as geomagnetic excursions, and local changes in field directions known as paleomagnetic secular variation (PSV), can all, in principle, provide much needed chronostratigraphic markers during the LIG (Stoner and St-Onge, 2007).

Possibly the most significant development in magnetic stratigraphy over the last few decades has been the recognition that when properly normalized and in optimal conditions, the intensity of the natural remanent magnetization obtained from marine sediments represents globally coherent variations in strength of Earth’s magnetic field (e.g. Stoner et al., 2000; Valet et al., 2005; Channell et al., 2009). These relative paleointensity records, therefore, provide a unique opportunity for stratigraphic synchronisation even during times of constant polarity (Stoner et al., 1998; Channell et al., 2009, 2014). High-resolution studies suggest that relative paleointensity records could be globally coherent on timescales as short as a few thousand years (Stoner et al., 2000; Laj et al., 2004), though additional work is needed to define the ultimate resolution.

With 13–17 excursions now advocated in the Brunhes Chron (Lund et al., 2006; Singer, 2014), these short duration changes in the magnetic pole (~2 ka) (e.g. Laj et al., 2014) could provide “golden spikes” in the stratigraphic record. During the LIG, the Blake Event (~120 ka) (Thouveny et al., 1990; Laj and Channell, 2007; Singer, 2014) and the Post-Blake excursion (~100 ka) (Thouveny et al., 1990; Singer, 2014), as well as intensity lows associated with them, are recognized in several sediment records (though often with age discrepancies, Table 4), and not observed in many others. These inconsistencies highlight our incomplete understanding of the geomagnetic field in detail, a situation that at least partially results from the sediment magnetization acquisition and our incomplete understanding of the process (Roberts et al., 2013). The recent recovery of two excursion intervals from a precisely dated Spanish speleothem (B2 and B1 reversed intervals dated around 116 ka and 113 ka, respectively) purported to be associated with the Blake event between 116.5 ± 0.7 ka and 112.0 ± 1.9 ka (Osete et al., 2012; Rossi et al., 2014) offers enormous potential for constraining the age of this event and illustrates how magnetostrophic opportunities cut across ice, marine, lake and speleothem archives.

Directional changes referred to as paleomagnetic secular variations (PSV) can also provide precise correlation at centennial or better temporal level (e.g. Stoner and St-Onge, 2007; Olafsdottir et al., 2012), but our incomplete understanding of the geomagnetic field and magnetic recording process presently limits precise synchronisation to records of similar resolution from proximal locations. When taken together, high-frequency variability in direction (PSV) and intensity (RPI) offers the exciting potential for new types of magnetic stratigraphy that could and should be employed for the LIG.

One unique aspect of paleointensity is its relationship to cosmogenic isotopes. Assuming a constant flux of galactic cosmic rays, the production rate of cosmogenic isotopes (e.g. 10Be, 14C, 36Cl) primarily reflects variations in the strength of the Earth’s and Sun’s magnetic fields, with stronger (weaker) magnetic fields enhancing (weakening) the magnetic “shielding” effect and resulting in reduced (increased) cosmogenic isotope production (Lal, 1988; Masarik and Beer, 1999). Changes in cosmogenic isotope production rates and relative paleointensity (e.g. Mazaud et al., 1994; Stoner et al., 2000; Ménabréaz et al., 2014) show substantial agreement, especially during excursions (e.g. Carcaillet et al., 2004; Thouveny et al., 2004; Ménabréaz et al., 2014). Therefore, the relationship between geomagnetic paleointensity and cosmogenic isotope production provides a viable technique for synchronizing sediment and ice core records (e.g. Mazaud et al., 1994; Stoner et al., 2000; Carcaillet et al., 2004; Ménabréaz et al., 2014). A series of studies employing the combined use of relative paleointensity and direct measurements of cosmogenic isotopes from the same sediment intervals are moving us closer toward an understanding of the global-scale geomagnetic signal (e.g. Carcaillet et al., 2004; Thouveny et al., 2004; Ménabréaz et al., 2012). These records show substantial variability during the LIG that could pave the way for the development of highly detailed magnetic stratigraphies during this time interval (Fig. 12). Identifying the signature of the Blake event in ice core 10Be records would further our understanding of the geomagnetic field during this time interval and moreover provide an important stratigraphic link between ice cores and other climatic archives (Christl et al., 2004). At present, these excursions can offer important LIG stratigraphic control in some locations, but the timing, spatial signature, and morphology of these features are still too poorly understood for routine application without additional stratigraphic calibration.

A concerted effort is mandatory to surpass the simple confirmation of excursions such as the Blake and post-Blake Events (Carcaillet et al., 2004; Thouveny et al., 2004) (Table 4), and develop a full understanding of geomagnetic field changes during the LIG, making it possible to use a variety of magneto-stratigraphic markers over a wide range of temporal and spatial scales and provide direct ties to the chronologies of ice cores from both hemispheres. Ultimately, the success of using geomagnetic paleointensity signals as a stratigraphic tool rests on our ability to achieve independent age control. This can be done by way of detecting them in U–Th dated speleothems (see Lascu and Feinberg (2011) for an overview of recent developments) or linking them through cosmogenic isotope abundance fluctuations with ice core chronologies, and by overcoming uncertainties associated with the magnetization acquisition process (see Roberts et al., 2013 for a review).

9. Sequence of events at the onset and demise of the LIG

We take advantage of this review of existing dating strategies to document the climatic sequence of events, with related age uncertainties, from the penultimate deglaciation to the glacial inception (period 140–105 ka). In selected high-resolution records from ice cores, speleothems, lake and marine sediments (Fig. 13), we identified using the RAMPIT software (Mudelsee, 2000) (1) the onset of the deglacial period, (2) the onset of the LIG acme, (3) the demise of the LIG acme and (4) the establishment of glacial conditions (see Fig. 1 for how these terms are used in this specific study). Age uncertainties (1σ) reported in this section include (1) the “internal” error of the event (given by RAMPIT), (2) the alignment error of the chosen alignment method for lake and
marine sediments and (3) the absolute dating error of the used time scale (Table S8). Given age uncertainties do not include the age dispersion related to the use of different alignment targets (discussed in section 7.3 and illustrated by horizontal arrows in Fig. 13).

9.1. The penultimate deglaciation

We identify three successive phases of events during the penultimate deglaciation (Table 5).

(1) The first deglacial phase (138–135 ka) is characterised by early changes in atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations, such as the increase in CO₂ (137.8 ± 2.7 ka) and CH₄ (137.1 ± 2.7 ka), in line with results from Landais et al. (2013). Sea level had already risen up to 85 m below the modern level at 137 ka (Thomas et al., 2009). Some European speleothem δ¹⁸O records around the Mediterranean area (Corchia, Soreq, Fig. 5) also suggest early changes (~136 ka) during the penultimate deglaciation, coincident with the increase in obliquity (Drysdale et al., 2009) or related to early sea level changes.

(2) The second deglacial phase (~135–129 ka) corresponds to the interval of large iceberg discharges (possibly related to the cold Heinrich event H11), as highlighted by the North Atlantic peak in

| PISO 1500: Paleointensity and oxygen isotope stack for the last 1500 ka. GITS: Geomagnetic Instability Time Scale. a Not seen on detailed u-channel data, but observed on half-core shipboard data after demagnetization at a peak field of 20 mT. b Reverse to normal transition interpreted as the end of the event. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Blake | 120 ka | 123 ± 3 ka | 120 ka | 115.5 ka | ~117 ka | 116.5 to 112 ka | 117 ka
| Post-Blake | 100 ka | ~100 ka | 100 ka | ~95 ka | ~95 ka | 95 and 104 ka | 120 ± 12 ka
| | | | | | | (Amsterdam island) |
| | | | | | | 104 ± 12 ka |
| | | | | | | (New Mexico) |
| | | | | | | 105 ± 1 k a |
| | | | | | | (Iapari) |
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(2) The second deglacial phase (~135–129 ka) corresponds to the interval of large iceberg discharges (possibly related to the cold Heinrich event H11), as highlighted by the North Atlantic peak in

Fig. 12. Comparison between foraminifera δ¹⁸O, relative paleointensity, and ¹⁰Be/⁹Be ratios from 140 to 90 ka. (A) Foraminifera δ¹⁸O record from the PISO-1500 stack (red, relative units) (Channell et al., 2009) (which combines benthic and planktonic δ¹⁸O records of the 13 sites used to derive the 1.5-Ma long paleointensity stack), in comparison to LR04 (black) (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) and MD95-2042 (blue) (Shackleton et al., 2000, 2003) benthic δ¹⁸O records. Note that differences between PISO-1500, LR04 and MD95-2042 foraminifera δ¹⁸O records are within age errors (e.g. ± 4 ka for LR04, Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). (B) PISO-1500 paleointensity (RPI) stack (red) with its ±1σ error (Channell et al., 2009). (C) ¹⁰Be/⁹Be ratio with the propagated ¹⁰Be, ⁹Be concentration uncertainties from core MD95-2042 (blue) (Carcailllet et al., 2004) on the Shackleton et al. (2003) chronology (blue diamonds mark tie-points with 1σ age errors). Note that this age model differs from the chronology originally published (Carcailllet et al., 2004). Grey bars mark the likely position of the Blake and Post-Blake events in the ¹⁰Be/⁹Be record from core MD95-2042. These events are less clearly visible in the PISO paleointensity stack. This result highlights the difficulty to identify the Blake and Post-Blake events in lower-resolution stacked records and the necessity to consider high-resolution relative geomagnetic paleointensity records in conjunction with cosmogenic isotope records to use these events to develop robust stratigraphies during the LIG. See Fig. 2 for site locations.
Fig. 13. Sequence of major climatic events across the period 140–100 ka. (Lower panel) Main paleoclimatic records. A. Obliquity (dashed grey) and 65°N summer (June 21) insolation (black) (Laskar et al., 2004). B. EDC CO₂ (purple) (Schneider et al., 2013) and CH₄ (grey) (Loulergue et al., 2008) concentrations. C. NGRIP (thick black) and NEEM (dashed black) ice
ODP980 ice rafted detritus (IRD) that starts around 135 ka (e.g. Oppo et al., 2006) (Table 5A). This event may be concurrent with a major North Atlantic freshwater event (Seidenkrantz, 1993), the slowdown of Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Seidenkrantz et al., 1996) and a cooling event identified in the pollen record of La Grande Pile (France) (e.g. Woillard, 1978), which may be related to a Younger Dryas-type event of the deglacial phase at 131–130 ka (Seidenkrantz et al., 1996). New high-resolution records also reveal a ~2 ka pause in the NW Mediterranean Sea SST evolution (Martrat et al., 2014) and a climatic event lasting ~1.5–2 ka that affected the global carbon and oxygen cycles, as well as the global atmospheric composition during the deglacial warming (Landais et al., 2013). These features suggest millennial-scale and global-scale climatic processes at play during the penultimate deglaciation.

Antarctic reconstructed surface temperatures started increasing (at 135.6 ± 2.5 ka) at the beginning of the interval of North Atlantic iceberg melting, in line with the bipolar seesaw pattern observed during the last glacial and deglacial period (EPICA members, 2006). The increase in the percentage of temperate tree pollen recorded in Greece suggests the onset of warmer and wetter conditions at ~132.3 ± 2.3 ka (Fig. 13) in southern Europe. This is in phase with the slow deglaciation in boreal Europe (at 130.6 ± 1.6 ka in southern Italy based on pollen species abundance and mean valve thickness from the LGdM laminated sequence (Brauer et al., 2007). Simultaneously, the ventilation of Southern Ocean and North Atlantic deep waters (at ~3100 and 3400 m, respectively) starts increasing at 1319 ± 2.3 ka and 1301 ± 2.2 ka (Fig. 13), respectively, which suggests the invocation of the deep ocean circulation already during the deglacial IRD event indicated by the North Atlantic ODP980 record. Asian speleothem δ18O records display a major calcite δ18O shift around 130 ka (Fig. 5). The abrupt increase in Sanbao speleothem δ18O between 129 and 130 ka (±0.5 ka), in good agreement with the well-dated Dongge D4 speleothem (Yuan et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2006) indicates the rapid intensification of the Asian summer monsoon at the end of the North Atlantic ODP980 deglacial IRD event (e.g. Cheng et al., 2009). In parallel, the slow deglaciation in CH4 is interrupted at 128.9 ± 1.7 ka by an abrupt jump toward maximum values reached at 128.5 ± 1.7 ka. Finally, peak LiG Antarctic reconstructed temperatures are reached at 129.4 ± 1.8 ka, i.e. in phase, within age errors, with the end of the deglacial ODP980 IRD peak (128.8 ± 1.9 ka). This result agrees with the hypothesis that the early LiG Antarctic warming is a response to reduced deep ocean circulation induced by northern hemisphere freshwater input during the deglaciation (e.g. Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010a; Capron et al., 2014).

(3) The third phase (~129–120 ka) reflects the progressive establishment of the LiG acme. The sea level highstand is reached at 129.0 ± 1.0 ka (Dutton and Lambeck, 2012). After a progressive deglacial increase, maximum CO2 values are reached at 128.0 ± 1.8 ka. Both CO2 and CH4 maxima follow directly the end of the major North Atlantic iceberg melting event. Simultaneously, speleothem δ18O records indicate the development of warm and wet conditions in Europe (128.5–128 ± 0.9 ka) and in Asia (128.2 ± 0.5 ka), while Greenland warm conditions (indicated by NEEM ice δ18O) are recorded at 127.3 ± 2.4 ka, in phase with the onset of North Atlantic interglacial conditions (e.g. Capron et al., 2014; Martrat et al., 2014). The onset of well-ventilated North Atlantic deep waters (at ~3100 m) takes place around 125.9 ± 2.0 ka (Fig. 13). This feature may reflect the impact of persistent North Atlantic iceberg melting on the deep ocean circulation during the early LiG ( Hodell et al., 2009; Govin et al., 2012). The onset of the LiG acme is simultaneously observed in southern Europe, as reflected by pollen sequences from Greece (127.5 ± 2.3 ka, Table 5A, Fig. 13) and Italy (127.2 ± 1.6 ka, Brauer et al., 2007). Finally, the maximum in the ventilation of Southern Ocean deep waters (at ~3400 m) at 120.4 ± 2.4 ka may derive from the lack of tie-points within the LiG (section 7.1) and would need to be checked with better-dated records. The deglacial history proposed here agrees with previous hypotheses on the forcing and mechanisms driving the penultimate deglaciation (e.g. Cheng et al., 2009; Landais et al., 2013). Although the increase in boreal summer insolation (starting at 139.7 ka, Table 5A) is a necessary forcing of the deglaciation, the presence of large northern ice sheets, whose collapse is triggered by the rise in boreal summer insolation, is required to initiate the deglaciation sequence of events (Cheng et al., 2009). Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the initial deglacial rise in CO2 and Antarctic reconstructed temperature (Table 5A), in response to the deglacial collapse of northern ice sheets: (1) bipolar seesaw mechanisms (involving an AMOC slowdown and reduced northward heat transport), (2) southward shift in the position of the southern hemisphere westerlies promoting the upwelling of poorly ventilated waters in the Southern Ocean, (3) decreased brine formation around Antarctica causing CO2 outgassing and (4) decreased biological pump (see Cheng et al., 2009; Landais et al., 2013 for detailed discussions). The deglacial history that we propose here with related dating uncertainties may serve as a reference sequence of events to help disentangle climate mechanisms involved in this transition and assess transient climate model simulations.

9.2. The LiG acme

The duration of the LiG acme (see Fig. 1 for how this term is used in this study) varies widely depending on the climatic archives and tracers that are considered (Fig. 13). While the timing of the onset of the LiG acme is relatively simultaneous, mostly taking place between 129 and 126 ka, the timing of the demise of the LiG acme is more variable and ranges between 122 and 113 ka. This variability in the acme duration highlights the complexity of climate
Table 5
Sequence of characteristic palaeoclimatic events during (A) the penultimate deglaciation and (B) the last glacial inception. If not specified otherwise, events are defined from selected records using the RAMPFIT software (Mudelsee, 2000; code from 2013). Numbers in brackets (in italic) are event numbers indicated in Fig. 13 and Table S8. The given age errors include the “internal” error on the timing of events (given by RAMPFIT), the error related to the transfer of records on a specific time scale (for lake and marine sediments) and the absolute dating uncertainty of used time scales (see Table S8 for details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Date (ka)</th>
<th>Age error (ka, 1σ)</th>
<th>Climatic events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. During the penultimate deglaciation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insolation (forcing)</td>
<td>149.44</td>
<td>(not shown) Obliquity starts increasing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1 (-138–135 ka)</td>
<td>137.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>(7) CO2 (EDC) starts increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>early changes</td>
<td>137.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>(11) CH4 (EDC) starts increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2 (-135–129 ka)</td>
<td>135.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>(16) Antarctic reconstructed surface air temperature (EDC 3D) starts increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interval of large ice sheet melting</td>
<td>135.34</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>(54) Beginning of deglacial IRD peak in the North Atlantic (ODP980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>133.4–136</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>(24) European speleothem (Crichia, Soreq) δ18O starts decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>132.3b</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>(40) Temperate tree pollen starts increasing in Greece (Ioannina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>131.9f</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>(48) Southern Ocean (MD02-2488) benthic foraminifera δ13C starts increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>130.1d</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>(44) North Atlantic (MD95-2042) benthic foraminifera δ13C starts increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>129–130</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>(27–28) Asian speleothem (Sanbao, Dongge) δ18O starts decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>129.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>(17) Antarctic reconstructed surface air temperature (EDC 3D) reaches maximum LIG values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128.8a</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>(55) End of deglacial IRD peak in the North Atlantic (ODP980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3 (-129–120 ka)</td>
<td>129.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>(52) Global mean sea level reaches the LIG highstand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment of LIG conditions</td>
<td>128.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>(12) CH4 (EDC) reaches maximum LIG values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128–128.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>(25) European speleothem (Crichia, Soreq) δ18O reaches minimum LIG values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>(29) Asian speleothem (Sanbao, Dongge) δ18O reaches minimum LIG values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>(8) CO2 (EDC) reaches maximum LIG values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>127.5b</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>(41) Mediterranean Sclerophyll pollen reaches maximum LIG values in Greece (Ioannina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>127.3a</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>(21) Greenland (NEEM) ice δ18O reaches maximum LIG values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>127.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>(37) Temperate tree pollen reach LIG max values in Italy (Montecchio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125.9d</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(45) North Atlantic (MD95-2042) benthic foraminifera δ13C reaches maximum LIG values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120.4d</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>(49) Southern Ocean (MD02-2488) benthic foraminifera δ13C reaches maximum LIG values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. During the last glacial inception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insolation (forcing)</td>
<td>130.84</td>
<td>(2) Obliquity starts decreasing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1 (-122–120 ka)</td>
<td>121.1d</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>(46) North Atlantic (MD95-2042) benthic foraminifera δ13C starts decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>early changes</td>
<td>121–122</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>(32–33) Asian speleothem (Sanbao, Dongge) δ18O starts increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>(14) CH4 (EDC) starts decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>(19) Antarctic reconstructed surface air temperature (EDC 3D) starts decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>(22) Greenland (NEEM) ice δ18O starts decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2 (-118–113 ka)</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>(34) Asian speleothem (Sanbao, Dongge) δ18O reaches glacial values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensification of glaciation</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>(53) Global mean sea level starts decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>116.2c</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(50) Southern Ocean (MD02-2488) benthic foraminifera δ13C starts decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>115.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>(9) CO2 (EDC) starts decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>114.7ab</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>(42) Temperate tree pollen starts decreasing in Greece (Ioannina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>114.3b</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(51) Southern Ocean (MD02-2488) benthic foraminifera δ13C reaches glacial values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3 (-113–106 ka)</td>
<td>112.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>(15) CH4 (EDC) reaches glacial values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment of glacial conditions</td>
<td>110.7ab</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>(43) Temperate tree pollen reaches glacial values in Greece (Ioannina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>107.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>(38) Temperate tree pollen start decreasing in Italy (Montecchio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>109.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>(10) CO2 (EDC) reaches glacial values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>107.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(20) Antarctic reconstructed surface air temperature (EDC 3D) reaches glacial values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>107.7a</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>(23) Greenland NGRIP ice δ18O reaches glacial values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>107.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>(56) Beginning of GS-25 IRD peak in the North Atlantic (ODP980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>107.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>(47) North Atlantic (MD95-2042) benthic foraminifera δ13C reaches glacial values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Visually estimated.
b The pollen records from the Ioannina sequence are presented on the original orbital-tuning time scale (Tzedakis et al., 2003). See section 7.3 and Fig. 11 for age differences induced by the use of different alignment targets.
c Records from the Southern Ocean MD02-2488 are presented here on the AICC2012 time scale (via temperature alignment, see section 7.1).d Records from the North Atlantic core MD95-2042 are presented here on the AICC2012 time scale (via temperature alignment). See section 7.3 and Fig. 10 for the age model differences induced by the use of different alignment targets.
ed Otherwise, events are defined from selected records using the RAMPFIT software (Mudelsee, 2000; code from 2013).

Feedbacks at stake during transitions preceding and following the LIG acme.

Such variability also illustrates the difficulty to define the timing and duration of past interglacials. How should interglacial times be defined: as the period of relatively stable conditions, using midpoints of transitions or threshold values? Which record should be used? We provide two additional examples to illustrate this issue. The EPICA Community members (2004) used a mean Holocene threshold value of −403‰ to define interglacial times in the EDC 3D record, which results in a LIG duration of 16.2 ± 1.6 ka on the AICC2012 chronology (Bazin et al., 2013) (section 4.2). The LIG duration hence includes part of the deglacial and glaciation intervals. In contrast, Tzedakis et al. (2012) defined the duration of past interglacials based on millennial-scale variability recorded in the Greenland synthetic record (Barker et al., 2011). Defined from the end of the deglacial North Atlantic iceberg melting event to 3 ka before the onset of bipolar-seas saw variability (indicated by the onset of the GS-25 event), the LIG interval then lasted ~15 ka (Tzedakis et al., 2012). In that case, the interglacial interval excludes most of the penultimate deglaciation but may include part of the...
glacial inception. These examples highlight how definitions of past interglacial may vary and how carefully interglacial durations from various studies should be compared.

Thanks to improved temporal resolutions, millennial-scale events can be identified in marine sediment and ice cores during the LIG acme (e.g. Seidenkranz et al., 1995; Galaesen et al., 2014; Pol et al., 2014). However, the scarcity of precise age constraints within the LIG limits their interpretation and cross-comparison between different archives. The same uncertain age allocation is true for the two high LIG sea level highstands, which have been observed in some studies (e.g. Kopp et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2011) (Fig. 3). Finally, Asian speleothem δ18O records suggest so far a relatively stable Asian LIG climate (Fig. 5), with little millennial- to centennial-scale variability. In contrast with this common pattern, European speleothem δ18O records exhibit higher spatial and centennial to millennial-scale variability during the LIG (Fig. 5, section 3).

9.3. The last glacial inception

We identify three successive phases of events (Table 5B).

1. The first phase (−122–120 ka) includes early changes in (sub) polar and monsoon regions. The change towards lower growth rates recorded in Asian speleothems (Fig. 5) and the increase in Asian speleothem (Sanbao, Dongge) δ18O at 122–121 ka (± 0.8 ka) indicate an early weakening of the Asian summer monsoon, probably in response to the decrease in boreal summer insolation starting at 127.5 ka. While CH4 declines progressively directly after its maximum, a more pronounced CH4 decrease is recorded at 120.6 ± 1.7 ka. It is essentially in phase with the more pronounced decreases in Greenland NEEM ice δ18O (120.3 ± 2.3 ka) and Antarctic reconstructed temperatures (120.3 ± 1.7 ka). Those results are in line with those of Landais et al. (2006). This high-latitude cooling occurs at a time when North Atlantic subpolar waters are in line with those of Landais et al. (2006). This high-latitude cooling occurs at a time when North Atlantic subpolar waters became colder (e.g. Oppo et al., 1997; Oppo et al., 2006; Bauch and Kandiano, 2007) and boreal forest starts to retreat in northern Europe (Sánchez Goñi et al., 2005). Slight reduction in the ventilation of North Atlantic deep waters (at −3100 m) is also recorded at 121.1 ± 2.5 ka, which may reflect early reorganisations in the North Atlantic circulation (Guichou et al., 2011).

2. The second phase (−118–113 ka) corresponds to the intensification of the glaciation. The cooling intensifies in the subpolar North Atlantic region at 117.2 ± 2.3 ka (e.g. Oppo et al., 2006; Bauch and Kandiano, 2007). It is referred to the North Atlantic C26 cold event (Fig. 13) during which a southward shift of the Arctic front south of Iceland is also observed (Mokeddem et al., 2014). In parallel, the growth interruptions of most European speleothems highlight the degradation of climate over Europe at −118 ± 1.5 ka (118.0 ± 1 ka in the Entrische Kirche cave (Meyer et al., 2008) and 118.5 ± 1.5 ka in the Cobre cave (Rossi et al., 2014))(Fig. 5), likely in relation with the onset of GS-26. Antarctic Bottom Waters expand at 116.2 ± 2.0 ka in the deep Southern Ocean (at −3400 m), in response to southern high-latitude cooling and equatorward shift of Southern Ocean surface fronts (Govin et al., 2009), while CO2 starts decreasing at 115.5 ± 1.8 ka. The sea level decrease from 116.0 ± 0.8 ka on (Dutton and Lambbeck, 2012) indicates that ice sheets already started growing in Northern America (e.g. Bonelli et al., 2009). Finally, the decrease in temperate tree pollen in Greece suggests the development of colder and drier conditions around 114.7 ± 2.4 ka, in line with the establishment of an enhanced meridional vegetation gradient over Europe (Sánchez Goñi et al., 2005) and the shift toward cooler conditions and reduced forest cover at 115.8 ± 1.6 ka in southern Italy (Brauer et al., 2007).

3. During the third phase (−113–106 ka), glacial conditions are progressively established. CH4 and CO2 reach two relative minimum values at 112.7 ± 1.8 ka and 109.1 ± 1.9 ka, respectively (Landais et al., 2006; Schneider et al., 2013). The interval between 108 and 106 ka is the period when glacial conditions are fully established in most records (Table 5B). Relative minimum values are observed at 107.8 ± 2.0 ka and 107.7 ± 1.6 ka, in Antarctic reconstructed temperatures and Greenland NGRIP ice δ18O, respectively. It is also the time when the North Atlantic cooling reaches mid latitudes (e.g. Chapman and Shackleton, 1998; Cortijo et al., 1999; Martrat et al., 2014) and when the polar front moves south of Iceland (Mokeddem et al., 2014). Low percentages of temperate tree pollen at 110.7 ± 2.4 ka suggest the presence of cold and dry conditions in Greece, in agreement with the establishment of glacial vegetation types in Europe (e.g. Sánchez Goñi et al., 2005; Brauer et al., 2007). The first large iceberg discharge is observed at 107.3 ± 1.9 ka in the North Atlantic ODP980 core (e.g. Oppo et al., 2006; Bauch and Kandiano, 2007) and indicates the presence of well-established ice sheets. Simultaneously, deep-water ventilation decreased at −3100 m in the North Atlantic (106.0 ± 2.5 ka), which reflects the global shoaling of North Atlantic Deep Water (e.g. McManus et al., 2002; Guichou et al., 2010).

This sequence of events highlights that CO2 and global sea level start decreasing at about the same time (Table 5B). This feature does not imply that the onset of CO2 decrease had sufficient radiative impact to act on ice sheet growth. Indeed, modelling results demonstrate the dominant role of changes in boreal summer insulation (Calov et al., 2005; Bonelli et al., 2009). The coincident changes in CO2 and continental ice volume may reflect the impact of colder climatic conditions on both ice sheet growth and ocean circulation, itself driving changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration. Moreover, the early high-latitude cooling, changes in European vegetation and in deep ocean circulation highlighted in this sequence of events points to a succession of climate feedbacks associated with vegetation and ocean circulation changes (Table 4B). Modelling results have shown the role of such feedbacks to amplify the initial high-latitude cooling induced by the summer insulation decrease and enhance ice sheet growth (e.g. Khodri et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2005). There are still uncertainties with respect to the respective contributions of vegetation and ocean feedbacks in the glacial inception, as they are model-dependent (e.g. Wang et al., 2005; Kubatzki et al., 2006; Born et al., 2010).

10. Conclusions

In this study, we highlight strengths and limitations of existing methods used to date or derive relative chronologies in climatic archives (corals, speleothems, ice cores, marine and lake/peat sediments) between 140 and 100 ka. We explicitly review the underlying climatic hypotheses, especially in the case of synchronisations or alignments of palaeoclimatic records and provide quantitative estimates of the associated absolute and relative age uncertainties.

We also include recommendations on how best to define absolute and relative chronologies. Future climate alignments should provide (1) clear statement of climate hypotheses involved, (2) detailed understanding of environmental parameters controlling selected tracers and (3) careful evaluation of the synchronicity of aligned palaeoclimatic records. The scarcity of age markers within the LIG stands out in general for all archives (ice cores, marine sediments, lake/peat sediments), which limits the detailed and quantitative investigation of interglacial millennial-scale variability. We emphasise the systematic need to estimate quantitatively the impact of glacial conditions on both ice sheet growth and ocean circulation, itself driving changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration. Moreover, the early high-latitude cooling, changes in European vegetation and in deep ocean circulation highlighted in this sequence of events points to a succession of climate feedbacks associated with vegetation and ocean circulation changes (Table 4B). Modelling results have shown the role of such feedbacks to amplify the initial high-latitude cooling induced by the summer insulation decrease and enhance ice sheet growth (e.g. Khodri et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2005). There are still uncertainties with respect to the respective contributions of vegetation and ocean feedbacks in the glacial inception, as they are model-dependent (e.g. Wang et al., 2005; Kubatzki et al., 2006; Born et al., 2010).
construct age models for ice cores (Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013) and marine, lake and peat sediments (Parnell et al., 2011). Future studies should assess the coherence of the different chronologies used when comparing records and integrate these uncertainties in paleoclimatic interpretations.

Finally, for the first time, we propose a sequence of major climatic events with associated age uncertainties for the interval 140–105 ka. The variable duration of the LIG acme highlighted here from one record to another raises the recurring issue of how to define glacial and interglacial intervals. This issue is complex and needs to be further addressed by the paleoclimatic community in the coming years. Model-data comparisons and transient climate simulations from Earth system models using this sequence of events as a benchmark may shed some light on climate feedbacks involved during the penultimate deglaciation and the last glacial inception. Such exercises should benefit in particular from the recent coupling of ice sheet and climate models (Herrington and Poulsen, 2011).
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